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JEWISH
lamed Daughter's Chum
Soon After Mis Wife Suicided

FOR

End of Long Case Expected
When Borah Closes
Tomorrow
Night.

WOMEN WRECK

She Took Her Life for Love of
Lieut. Goodrich, Killed on Georgia

NEW CONVENTION MADE

BETWEEN JAPAN

SHOPS

ANDJOREA

Show Their Objection, to Rise
in Price of Meat. In
Very Violent
Manner.

MInlstersof Latter Country Bit
terly Opposed Its Adoption for Many
Hours.
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HOT USED ON STAND

RESIDENT GENERAL

MINUTES

WILLJAVE

CONTROL

Attorney Explains Reason For Not
Using Some Witnesses and For
Having Put Mover Before
Jury. Though a
Prisoner.

They Broke Windows and Fixtures.
Drove Out Customers. Poured
Kerosene on Meat and
Otherwise Showed

Displeasure.

Empire.

Boise, Idaho, July 25. In resuming his address to the Haywood jury
this morning, Clarence E. Darrow,
who Is having the last word for the
defense, took un the defense of Jack Mrs. Faye Grnli.im Maglll. Who Married the, Clinton, III., Hanker Wlio la
Oinrge.1 With Murdering His First Wife.
Simpkln's Might after the arrest of
orchard.
Darrow was very hoarse as a
of speaking five hours and forty
minutes yesterday and spoke today DID MAGILL MAKE FAY MANZANO DAY
WILL BE
with the greatest effort.
He said that the reason Simpkins
was not here was because he was
afraid to be In Boise. He did not
GRAHAM
WRITE
A PERMANENT
know whether Simpkins is innocent
or r.oit, but took Issue with the state
ment of Proscutor Hawlcy that his
mgnt proved his guilt.
LETTERS?
He said that If that be true, the
AFFAIR
fact that Haywood. Mover and Pet- tibone did not flee proved their In
nocence, but neither proposition Is
true.
Present GIrl-WIf- e
Said to Have Old Apple Orchard Will be
Wliy Adams Wits Not Used.
"Hawley blamed the Federation
Penned
Suicidal
for the
of Simpkins to
Preserved by New
the executive board, but if he had
Hawley would
Notes.
not been
Association.
have said that showed beyond a
doubt that the man was guilty," said
the attorney.
Darrow here went Into a lengthy MAY BE INDICTED
FORMAL ORGANIZATION
discussion as to why the defense had
not nut Steve Adams and Georare, A.
AS ACCESSORY
HAS BEEN PERFECTED
Pettlbone on the stand. He demand
ed to know why the prosecution had
not put C. K. Sterling, detective of
ln Ju'yFay Graham
Manzano. N. M. 3uiv sk rt
the Mine Owners' association on ' the w0I,P,tor'
Magill,
young- bride of Fred H. been
decided to make the "Manzano
stand. Adams, the attorney ex- Magill, the
prdbably
will
be
by
a
held
uay
plained, is on trial for the murder of
a permanent organizagrand Jury that Is to gather tion, rtcnic"
and
the name selected Is "The
a man In northern Idaho. Under the special
here Saturday, on the charge of hav- Manzano Orchard
circumstances,
Darrow said
he ing
An
written the letters generally as- executive committeeAssociation."
composed
would rather cut on his right arm cribed
of
to
the
deceased
Pet
Oandy
John
W.
go
to
on
than allow Adams
Corbett. of Mountainair,
the
It Is considered certain that (.a vino Haea,
stand, much as he desired the ac Magill.
of
Manzano,
and
Fred Magill will be held on the C. Jutamlllo. of Torreon, was Juan
quittal of Haywood.
apcharge of murder. There has been
pointed
offioers, fix the date
tlttt charge
Must be Protected.
some doubt as to what the Jurors and taketoactive
of
the work.
"I am not afraid of what he would will do with his youthful wife.
picnics arc .held under the
say against Haywood, but I am
Ever since the discovery of Pet oldThese
apple
trees
Manzano,
at
which
my
client, turn Maglll's body and the simultaneous the native1
afraid to let Adams,
people found growing
himself wrong side out under the appearance of the
letters
supposed
to
here
they
made their first trip
cunning cross examination of Sen have been written by her the the- this when
side the mountains In 1806. and
ator Borah and then have his testi- orists
been working overtime aa it Is from thtt.n
trees that ipc Man
mony used against him when, the to the have
of the communicazano mountains are named. The Insecond trial for his life begins. No tions. authorship
The
to
adherents
the
tention
suicide
of
organization
the
will be to
lawyer who would permit his client theory claimed
that Pet Magill her- care for the old trees and afford
to do such a thing would be worthy self wrote
them.
people a convenient opportunity to
of the name."
see them.
Did She Write Letters?
As to Pettlbone Darrow said the
The annual picnics under ' "the
same thing was true.
A person well acquainted with the
shade
the old apple trees" have
case
on
and
the Inside explained the becomeof a Hairs
No Cane- Against Moycr.
of particularly grea t
in this way:
The reason he had nut Mover on theory
enjoyment,
"When It came to the last ditch the territoryboth to the newcomers of
the stand while he too Is awaiting Fred
and
to,,those who
was afraid. He did not have resided here also
una i, uarrow saia, is that mere is no want Magill
for years and are
the letters, and so he well acquainted with
evidence of any sort for Moyer to hinted toto write
the orchard
Fay that she might try her and its history.
explain. He expressed
the belief hand at them.
I do not say she did
mat Moyer would never be tried.
The
today
orchard
bears
apples as
Darrow demanded to know whv it, abut it Is not beyond reason. She plentiful us It did ages ago when the
stenographer by training and a natives first discovered it.
McParland and Sterling have not Is
been indicted. He charged the Mine mighty smart woman. What would Is hardly a more beautifulandspotthere
Owners' association directly with the prevent her obeying Fred In this as prettier bit of scenery tobe found or
in
blowing up of the Independence she has In other matters?"
According to this authority, the America.
depot, so that they might take the
law In their own hands and drive state has obtained a specimen of the
out the Federation and all the men. young wife's handwriting
and will
women and children
sympa- - turn It over to the experts as soon as
who
Magill
the
Pet
epistles
11.
are obtained.
imzeu wun
Plunging vigorously Into the Crln The latter are believed to be In ths
pie Creek troubles, Darrow declared possession of Marguerite Magill, Fred
that "When some day the people get Maglll's daughter. The state is worthe right angle of this case and look ried over the disappearance of the
back upon the Colorado labor strug- notes.
gles, they will have had one of the
Washington,
D.
C. July 23.
Point la Ills Favor.
most Important and pregnant chap
denatured
alcohol regulaIn Fred Maglll's fav- Amended
ters in tne history of the United or Circumstances
tions
have
been
issued by the comare these:
states.
of
missioner
revenue,
internal
to take
He Is a man of pleasant disposition the place on September
1st of reguRidicules Orchard's llcligion.
and never has been accused of ab- lations
heretofore issued, and which
Darrow dwelt for the last hour of solute cruelty.
His wife was subject to severe are made necessary by the act passed
the morning session upon the Brad
ley explosion in Sun Francisco. "Ie headaches and complained for years by the last congress.
In addition to denatured
waredeclared that all the evidence point of the nagging of her husband's rela- houses
on distillery premises, central
ed to a gas explosion and described tives.
denaturing
may
conwarehouses
be
the testimony In support of Orchard'
She told members of her circle, anj
such points as the business
story as to the bomb as "manufac-ture- even of the Jury that later sat in in- structed atmay
require, and alcohol
In Pinkerton McParland's per quest over her body, that she was Interests
from denaturing
Jury factory."
tired of the constant criticisms to may be transferred
by
means of tanks or
warehouses
attorney
The
asserted that It was which she was being subjected, and
tank cars to consumers.
impossible for Orchard
to
have would do away with herself.
Manufacturers using completely degained the roof of the Bradley
She was unquestionably the victim natured
apartment except by climbing
the of a husband's peculiar powers of swear to alcohol are not required per-to
their applications for
gutter jape.
suggestion; or she was In terror of mits,
and a permit when secured,
"And you don't catch Harrv climb her husband.
continues
until recalled.
ing any pipes," he went on. "Oh,
The suggestion
him that he
ltetall dealers are not required to
no, no chance like that for Harry. was tired of her from
and preferred
keep a record of any kind. Industrial
He might fall down and hurt his company of Fay Graham might. Itthe
finger, and if he hurt his finger he lalnied, create In her mind the pur-if or farm distilleries may produce alfrom anything that contains fer.
might not be able to play the harp pose of suicide, without
her husband, cohol
mentable matter, and one room may
in kingdom come."
however, making any threat or di- be
used as a combined cistern, disThe luncheon recess taken at this rect request.
warehouse
and denatured
point, continued until 2 p. m. DarThere are, too, other things that tillery,
warehouse.
row will complete his plea of this favor
the defense. All the evidence
afternoon mid Senator Borah will Is circumstantial,
the discovery
commence his closing argument to- of the body with and
the face covered
night.
a
Is prima COMPLETE FIGURES
with
chloroformed
cloth
.
t'He Nearly
fade evidence of death from that
The case is now almost closed, as cause. The doctors so stated, and
Senator Borah will undoubtedly con- even If the Chicago experts who are
ON COLUMBUS LOSS
clude his argument sometime tomor- examining the oad woman's Internal
row.
He has already stated that he organs should report the presence of
did not propose to consume much strychnine, a Jury would probably
San Francisco, July 25. A segretime in answering the argument of say the doubt as to what caused death
the defense.
chloroform or strychnine was so gation of the returns from ttie work
Should the case go to the Jury be- strong that the defendant should i of rescue shows that of the 245 lives
on the Columbia, 152
fore Saturday noon, a verdict msiy be discharged.
have been
expected sometime during the aftersaved; five bodies have been recovnoon, as it is not expected that the
88
ered, and
are reported lost.
if
Jury will be out many hours. Indeed
the entire number lost, 3'J were men,
49 women, 5 children.
there is a sentiment here that the
Of 191 passengers. 114 were saved, nf 93 men,
Jurymen will agree on their verdict
70 were saved, unu of 91 women,
within a few minutes after retiring.
GROWING SERIOUS 4 2 were saved. two of seven chilIllSHAXD DYING, WIFE
dren survive, and of 45 members of
M'Mlltl l TO DEATH.
the crew, 38 ure alive.
Chicago, 111., July 25. Mrs. EmanKingston. Jamaica. July 2j. The IIIIVAVl'S
uel Bloom, 443 Belmont avenue, was
It
mysteriously stabbed and killed In her famine in the St. Elizabeth district is
DUX IV PARIS.
apartment early today. Her husband growing in seriousness.
New York, July 25. The news of
There are
called a doctor and a half hour later Un thousand victims. Starving peo- the death In Paris of Julia
was found unconscious In the rear of ple, naked, and without shoes, have the only surviving daughter S. ofliryant.
Will
their fiat building, evidently having nevertheless been paying taxes In th- iam Cullen Hrvant. has been received.
Jumped from the third floor.
Newton district, it is reported.
7
5
years old.
he was

Philadelphia, Pa.. July 25. The
Jewish quarter was the scene of wild
disorder today when the women of
the quarter made a demonstration
against all Kosher butchers as a protest against the Increase In the price
of beef. The shops were invaded by
angry women, prospective customers
driven out, windows broken,
and
kerosene In a nuimlber of instances,
poured over the meat. Several women were arrested and the police had
to use considerable force iu dispersing the crowds.
The Jewish quarter, often the
scene of riots through the mlsunder
standing by Its people of American
customs, seldom witnessed a more
violent outburst than that which vis
ited It today,
The rise In price of meat In the
Kosher butcher shops, is of course,
due to the rise in price of live stock
which prevails all over the country
an dls generally credited to the fact
that the packers have added to the
price the cost of ipost mortem and
oiner pure rood law examinations.
This is a fact that Is not generally un
derstood among the foreigners of this
city, and the increased cost of living
has caused much discussion
The fact that Kosner meat must
be strictly pure according to the Jew
Ish ritual, and in addition imust be
properly handled under certain restrictions of the church, has always
made that class of meat a high priced
article, but the Jews um no other,
"A Ileal HW
The additional rise angered the
housewives of the section to such a
pitch that they were unable longer
to control themselves.
On reaching
tne markets this morning they began
to gather In animated groups, and
despite the fact that a watchful po
liceman, used to the signs of coming
storm in that quarter, called fir help,
before the additional blue coats could
reach the scene, great havoc had been
wrought among the Kosher shops,
The proprietors were beaten with
nsts and sticks by the enraged wo
men and some of them even threaten,
ed the market owners with their own
sharp knives and cleavers. It requlr
ed a full hour for the police to gain
control of the district and even then
it was with difficulty that' the feeling
or resentment was kept below tight
ing pitch.

Tokio, Japan, July 25. A new
convention between Japan and Korea
was signed today at 1 p. m. after no
small opposition by the Korean court.
The provisions are believed to be
briefly as follows:

'
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ll.lill

Practically All.Offlclal Acts Are In
Charge of Japanese Who Will
Exercise Protectorate
Power Over

First That the administration

ML. Laura

LOVE
TO

KUli Iluehelor Girl,

TRAGEDY

1,o Took Her Mfc for Love of
Lieutenant Goodrich.

CLIMAX

BATTLESHIP

CURRY

INAUGURATION

ABOUT TENTH OF

HORROR

AUGUST

Lieut. Goodrich's Sweetheart New Governor
Summoned to
Suicided Because of
Washington But Will Rev Intense
Grief.
turn Quickly as Possible.
HIS PHOTOGRAPH
HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
STOOD ON MANTEL
"WILL VISIT CAPITAL
New York, July 25. Miss Laura D.
Ronaldson, who was found dead with
a pistol beside her on a couch In her
apartments at the Hotel La Porte, No.
1161 Amsterdam avenue, was of English and American descent and was a
native of New York, thoush of late
years her home has been with a
wealthy uncle, Dr. Charles Kitz. it
Lewlston, Pa. Among her effects In
the luxuriously furnished rooms at
the hotel was displayed prominently
a photograiph of Lieut. Casper Goodrich, who lost his life in the accident
aboard th (battleship Georgia last
week.
Miss Donaldson
and Lieut
Goodrich were known to be very good
friends, but their engagement, If they
were engaged, had not been announced. The girl, after learning of
his death, became morbid and refused to see her friends, finally lucking
herself In her apartments, where she
was found dead.
Miss Komaldson was in very good
spirits until the day of the explosion
on the Georgia. She was returning
from a walk that evening, happy and
In good health.
She had Just spoken
to a friend of her brave sailor boy
ttiih his shoulder straps and blue
uiwl'orm, whom she expected to see
In a short time.
I(1itil Shock to Her.
A newsboy ran to her with an armful of "extras." He cries out something about "explosion on the Georgia," and she looked at the big headlines of the paper he offered. Seeing
the name "Lieut. Goodrich" In big
black letters, she purchased a paper
and In a moment, tr.3 harm had been
wrought, for she learned that her
sweetheart was dying.
From that minute her life became
of no value to her and she gradually
drifted into the melancholy
which
caused her to take her own life.
o
Miss Honaidson was
In
her own right, and there was no other reason for her suicide than grief
over Goodrich's death.

II

IS JUDGE POPE'S

Man Who Accepts Advance
Wages Atay Not Be
Held.
Roswell. N. M.. July 25. Some
time ago Antonio Dove was sent to
Jail for receiving an advance payment
of money from a sheepanan and then
failing to go to work when he had
promised to do so.
Alleging the territorial law In the
case to be unconstitutional. Love
sougnt discharge upon habeas corpus.
juoge fope has discharged the prisoner upon the ground that the law
Is lacking In the certainty requisite
to a criminal statute.
It creates a distinction between
the rich and the pour and Is a violation of the republican principle
which proclams all men equal before
the law, he says.
It Is in contravention to the Springer act which prohibits special legislation. It Is In disregard to the constitutional guarantee that no man
shall be denied the equal protection
of the law.
Judge Pope further says "I cannot consider valid a statute which,
while penalizing a fraud says to the
offender that If he has money enough
to pay up his offense stands condoned.
It says In effect to the party who may
have committed a fraud: If you have
the money to repay your creditor and
you pay him, you are not a criminal;
If you have not, you are."

well-to-d-

NATIVE

SHOOTS GIRL
FROM HER HORSE

Solomonvllle, Arlss., July 25.
Lecanna, a native well known
this vicinity, is being sought by
officers here for the murder of his
sweetheart. Miss Grociasa, a beautiful native girl who resided near
a small town in this vicinity.
Angered by Jealousy, Lecanna waylaid the girl and shot her as she
rode by his hiding place, a second
shot killing her horse.
Parties who heard the shots ran to
the spot and found the dead gi.'l
and horse. Tracks leading to where
Lecanna's horse nan '.r tied gave
them a clue as to tht murderer.

Am-bros- lo

In

Mo-ren-

CIMARRON COMING

I 'OK TWO GAMES.
Matson, manager of the Mcintosh lirowns. received word this afternoon that the Cimarron ball team
would be in Albuquerque to play two
games, one on next Saturday afternoon and the other on Sunday. These
men from the mountains have been
up to some fancy ball playing this
season and their visit to this city
means business. Hut whatever they
aave in the way of skill they are
not suffering with
feet. Tlie two
games promise to be lively and exciting.

Ioiial.lm,

MISSING'lioT

O. A.

TOOK

$30

When Captain George Curry. New
Mexico's new governor, arrived at
Koswell yesterday, he found orders
from the war department, under
which he Is still acting, directing hlra
to come immediately to Washington.
The president also directed him to
come to Oyster Bay. For this reason the Inauguration which was to
have been held on August 1 will have
to be postponed until the return ol
the new governor.
While the date Is not definitely
known, Captain Curry will probably
return to Santa Fe from Washington
about August 10th.
The com mi tee at Santa Fe arranging for the Inauguration, will continue to make preparations.
As a result of the delay the attend-danc- e
at the inauguration ceremonies
will probably be much larger than
had It been held on August 1 as more
peo'pie will have time to make arrangements to be present.
A large number of representatives
business men and residents of this
city will attend.
In addition to the delegation from
this city, parties will go to Santa Fe
from all points south as far as Silver
City.
several bands will accompany these
parties in addition to1 the American
Lumber company band from this city.
Particular care Is .being taken by
the local committee to provide accommodations for the ladles who desire
to attend. There will be a number
of ladles from this city and from
towns to the south of Albuquerqux
along the Santa Fe line who will Join
tne Aiuuquerque delegation here.
Captain Curry today wired Acting
Governor J. W. Kaynolds at Santa
Fe of the necessity for changing his
plans and expressed the hope that
the commltteu preparing to receive
him would nut be seriously Inconvenienced.
The committee, however, will only
be given additional time in which to
arrange for the inauguration.
The W. H. Andrews Itepubllcan
club of this city is preparing to hold
a meeting of officers and members
for the purpose of attending the inauguration.
This meeting will be
held early next week, probably on
Monday evening.
Anouncement of
the meeting will appear In The Citizen later.
A telephone message from Santa Fe
this afternoon stated that from letters received fro mall portions of New
Mexico, the attendance would probably be larger than was at first expected and would probably be tho
largest gathering of the kind In years.
The following list of people who
will Join the Albuquerque delegation
here from Socorro was received at
The Citizen office this morning:
H. O. liursum, Socorro; Anlceto C.
Abeytia, Socorro; J. S. McTavlsh,
Magdalena; IVdro s. Contreras, La
Joya; Oscar Littering, Sabinal; L. H.
Hulbcock. Kelly; W. E. Martin, Socorro; Alfredo Armljo. San Marcial;
II M.
San Marcial; Abran
Aeyta, Socorro: John E. Griffith,
Socorro; Henry iJrefus, Socorro; Clement! Chaves, Polvadera;
E. H.
Sweet,
Socorro; Portlrio Sauchex,
Cooney,
M
Magdalena;
Socorro;
lavid llaca, San Antonio; E. A.
MagdaIrake. Socorro; David Farr,
;
lena; C. T. liruwn,
Ellas
a.
S
E .liac
icorro; Jose Garcia, Magdalena; L. E. Klttrell, Socorro; A. E.
Green, Socorro; Leandro liaca, Socorro; Domingo A. Ortega, Socorro;
Socorro; Harry
John F. Fullerton,
Crawford. San Marcial; T. J. Matthews, Socorro.

hrt

1

g.

"con-spiracle-

T
AT
Moscow, July 25. With the observ.
ance of the greatest privacy Madame
rreniKinu, who In March last attempted to assassinate General Rhe-Inbof police, and who
in May attempted to murder the Inspector of political prisoners herd,
wounding him with a pistol mysteriously smuggled into her cell, was
hanged at sunrise today. She obstinately refused to appeal to the emperor for mercy.
et,

,

IN GASH

Kstuncla, N. M., July 25. (Smc-ial- .)
James Holsclaw, the Journeyman tailor who left here suddenly last
Friday stating that he was going to
his ranch in the mountains, In addition to taking some clothing and a
suit ra.se belonging to patrons of his
by Hiuiicm.
1'ettus, a local tailor,
employer,
lliiilnirg
Ottawa, Canada. July 25. New
took about 130 In cash which he had
St. IamiU Wixi Market.
a suburb of this city, was collected from Pettus' customers. No
St. Louis, July 23. Wool steady;
swept by fire early today. The loss trace of the missing tailor can be
unchanged.
Is estimated at $300,000.
found.
i

of

Korea shall secure the guidance of
the Japanese resident general.
Second That the enactment of
all laws and ordinances, also all important state affairs, shall receive tha
approval of the resident general.
Third That the appointment of
all high or responsible officials shall
receive the approval of the resident
general.
Fourth That only persons recommended by the resident general shall
be eligible for office In the Korean
government,
Fifth That a distinct demarktttlon
inall be drnwn between the administrative and Judicial affairs.
Sixth That foreigners shall be
employed only on consent of the resi.,
.
-- ..
...
dent general.
Seventh Thai the first clause 6f
the convention of August 22, 104.
providing for the employment of a
llnnnclal advisor, shall be annulled.
The new convention will now b
submitted to the privy council of
Japan,
Active.
Seoul, July 25.
TI
Heul's "pernicious activity" since he
was forced to abdicate has caused
the Japanese muotv worry.
.
...
only- - has he stirred up . his
r.Not
former subjects to repeated acts of
violence, Inspired his army with, hatred of the Japanese and set on
a variety of cunning intrigues to foot
get
back his throne, but the Mikado's
representatives complain that he has
caused a serious defection in the new
cabinet, and, worst of all, ihas dictated actions of the new emperor, his
son, inducing
him, among
other
things, to refuse to sign a proclamation the new cabinet had drawn up
"to cairn the people- and restore order."
The first "conspiracy" laid to the
omperor was his ordering the imperial guard to seize the palace last Friday night and save him from being
put off the throne by the Japs.
The Korean army's defying the
minister of war and remaining loyal
to their old emperor is deemed evidence of another of Yl Heul's
The attack on the Japanese palace
at the grand ball, led by a Korean
army ottlilal, Is regarded as proof of
still another.
Acts of a Mob.
The discovery of a plot against tha
throne resulted iu the arrest between
midnight and dawn today of the elder Matesmen of Korea. together
wath Pake Yung Ho, who was appointed minister of the Imperial
household, and Yl Do Chal, grand
uhamberlaln of the former emperor.
The minister of war has reported
to Marquis Ito, the Japanese resident general, that he has no control
over or communication
w'th the
army.
One Japanese was wounded during
the encounter In front of the Great
Hell yesterday.
Two villas belonging to deposed
members of the former ca 1)1 not were
burned down between 7 o'clock and
midnight last night.
Police reserves have arrived here
from Toklo. Sensational rumors are
current that three cruisers,
with
ability to
1.000 bluejackets, are
making their way to Chemulpo.
Intrigues on an extensive scale are
now In progress.
It Is declared that the palace Is
now a place of illicit plots and conspiracies.
DlsuffecJon Is
spreading
rapidly
and rioting of the people throughout
peninsula
the
are apprehended.

POSTAL CHANGES
IN

NEW MEXICO

Si.-orro-

j

Je

Washington. July 25. (SMt'iul.)
Rural free delivery routes one and
two have been established by the
postolllce department at Melrose, in
Roosevelt county. New Mexico. The
number of families served is 21 J.
A. L. Ellington has been appointed
postmaster at Hermanns, Luna county, vice M. E. Gregg, resigned, and
William Kelly at tiibson. McKin!.-county, vl.-- L. oh'.in, resigned.
y

ALBUQUERQUE

See Our FineLine of Rockers
Prices ranging from
$1.50 to $25.00
Golden, weathered and plain

oak, Mahogany and wickers.
Prices and quality will suit you.
Cash or payments.
S

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

CO.

West End Viaduct

ooooooooooooo

(

II

II

tween railroad construction forces on
the new line which K. H. Harrlman
Is building and the representatives
of the Kl Paso and Southwestern,
which I said to belong to the Rock
Island-Frisc- o
The HarrlInterests.
man line Is forcing Its way through
the henrt of the town by means of
having
proceedings,
condemnation
destroyed more lhan a score of buildings.
It now proposes to demolish
the S0, 000 club house of the Kl Paso
and Southwestern, or Nacoz.irl, rond,
ns It is called In Mexico. The destruction of a hotel owned by the
same Interests is olso threatened.
TVRNED
COMPLETELY OVER
Conductor A. S. Eltterelm
and
passengers
narrowly escaped
four
serious Injury, when caboose 64, running north on train No. 100, was
thrown from the tracks, and turned
completely over in the new south
yards yesterday afternoon.
The accident was caused by the
turning of a switch under the Inst
two cars. The conductor Immediately pulled the air brake. Mopping so
suddenly that one of the cars In the
middle of the train was pulled completely off Its trucks.
The wrecking crew was called out
last night and Trainmaster Payson
Ripley with the wrecking crew soon
had things In running order.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

THIRST ENDS

CUT PRICES!

UNFORTUNATE
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CABOOSE

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

THURSDAY.

Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

Highly Gifted Musician Meets
Death on an Arizona

Desert.
Tucson. Ariz.. July 25. The dead
body of Richard Frelmannl, a pros
pector who has ben living in Tucson
and Silver Bell for some months past
was found on the desert In PinaJ
county near the wagon road leading
from Sliver Bell to the Jack Rabbit
mining camp. The man had evidently died of thirst on the lonely desert,
the agonized expression on his face
and the- distorted position of his body
giving ample evidence of the horror
of his fate.
Frelmnnni left Silver Bell camp
In search of work about July 1 with
the intention of walking to Jack
Rnbbit mining camp, where the Tube
City Mining company Is operating.
The body when found was in such
condition that the Indian driver insisted It was a dead Papago Indian.
Unfortunate Life.
Freimanna was about forty years
of age and left his home in Germany
about five years ago. He entered the
employment of a large organ manu
facturer and was said to be a musi
cian of considerable talent. He Is re
ported to have played in f'ousa's band
several years ago.
He has lately been a victim of a
combination of unfortunate circum
stances. In the Snn Francisco enrth-qnnk- e
he lost his wife and three
children; In El Paso and New Mexico
he had a continuous run of bad luck
and finally succumbed to thirst and
July's heat on the Arizona desert.

whole story.
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FOR PRICES

LOOK AT MY WINDOW

H. W. Sharp, the newly apolnted
superintendent of the western grand
division of the Santa Fe, who with
Superintendent R. J. Parker, of the
central grand division with headquarters at La Junta, Colo., and Su
perintendent W. K. Etter, of the Hlo
Grande division, has been making a
Ington that he has been awarded a tour of Inspection south and west,
patent on a concrete railroad
tie. returned to Albuquerque last night
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.-XXXTl:is is the second patent that Fore- and left Immediately for the north.
man Smith has been awarded on concrete ties, and his first patent is now
On account of a freight wreck,
In use on the Denver Tramway.
four miles east of Wlnslow, Ariz.,
The tie that the Inventor believes yesterday
afternoon, passenger
will revolutionize the construction of No. 2. due here at I a, m.. wlutrain
not
e
1 J. D. Eacln, President
I
Chas. Vellnl, erretarr
railroad lines, is of reinforced
arrive
here
until 6 p. m. tonight, fol
O. Qloml, Vice President.
I
O. Bacaeckl, Trewmrcx
that has the elasticity of the oak lowing the Chicago
re
As
a
limited.
tie with the added strength of the sult of the wreck on the coast lines
steel reinforcement which gives It
10 from Ktl Paso, was held here
a multiplied strength of eight ordi No.
8:25 a. m. this morning, leavnary wooden ties, in addition to a until
ing for the east as No. 2.
lifetime of fifty years.
Success ots to
The concrete part of the tie Is cast
Air brake Instruction car No. 99905,
MCL1NI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
first, and the steel bar which rein- used exclusively
on
the Santa Fe
WMOLCBALm OKALKHB IN
forces it is added later. The tie lines west of Newton, Kan.,
in
piates are counter sunk before the the city last night. A largearrived
CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
class of
concrete sets, giving a firm attaclv new trainmen will he instructed
In
ment for the rail. All points of con' the manipulation of the air brakes
Relieves Colds by worldnir them out of
Charges That Safety Appl- struct
Ion Is covered by the patent re during the several days that the car
Piles get quick ana certain relief the system through a copious and healthy
W
trtrythlaa la Hook to patIt tb
cently granted to the Inventor, ana is here.
from Dr. Snoop's Magic Ointment action of the bowels.
iance Men Suppress Valtnott fatUdloas bar eomplttt
he is arranging to put the patent
Please note It is made alone for
cleansingCoughs
by
Relieves
the
..n the market, and have it put to a
Articles of Incorporation have just Piles, and its action Is positive and mucous membranes of the throat, chest
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fe Jee. A.
practical test by the local railroads.
uable Patents.
Itching, painful, protruding
been filed by the Wyoming Western certain.
Sehlltz, Wm. kemp and St Louie A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
capitalized
$4,000,000. This is to or blind piles disappear like magic by and bronchial tubes.
at
MEXICAN CENTRAL CLAIMS
Green River, V. H. McBrayere Csdar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Men.
nickel-cappe- d
bo an extension of the Missouri Riv Its use.
glass
Large
the
taste
pleasant
to
"At
liOXGKMT TELEGRAPH LINE er and Northwestern. The new road Jars 50 cents. Sold by aH dealers.
arch, and other standard brands of whlsklea too numerous te mention,
Washington, July 25. The charge
as Maple Sugar"
The Mexican Central Is installing will run from the western terminus
that jhe railway safety appliance additional
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
copper
telegraph
be
2U0
of the Crouch line at Mystic,
companies are purchasing all of the ween Aguasrallentes and thelines
But sell the straight article aa received by us from the beet faeries.
City of miles, to Buffalo, Wyoming.
RICH
ZINC
STRIKE
Important inventions and suppressing
for the use of the telegraph
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United Stat a. Call aid Inspect eai
many of them is to be Investigated by Mexico
The Union Fuclflc Is planning for
nd telephone service of the road.
WEAK KIDNEYS Tn
For BACKACHE
Btock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalofte and trie list,
and The
the newly appointed block signal
nn
itelcgrophone,
an
expenditure
$100,000
instrument
of
Green
at
issued to dealers only.
ind Sifi
IN MISTLETOE CAMP OiWltt'i Kidnej md Bladder Pills-- Sun
train control board. This announceperson
to
over
Wyo.,
permits
improvements
a
faJk
hich
Hiver,
in
the
ment was made today by W. P. Boreluding
telegraph
line
new
same
time
depot,
at
a
the
a
club
house
for
SOLD
CO.
BY
OTUELLY
J.
l.
land, secretary of the board.
a telegraph message is going employes, doubling the capacity of
The interstate commerce commis- that
on the Cen
over It, Is being
the yards and providing for double-trackin- g
Wm. F. Gordon, or Kelly, N. M IIAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPOoexjejejexsooexK3ex3ex3exOex
sion has received several complaints tral system, andInstalled
in use
the mul nllne to Granger, 30 manager
of the Mistletoe Mining
against the Kastern Railway associa- over a greater partis ofalready
DIST.
line,
main
the
miles
company,
distant.
was
Tuescity
in
who
the
railtion, the name under which the
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppo
The Central claims to have the
day, states that the recent strike of
way safety appliance companies have longest
"The Union Pacific now has 212.- - zinc ore In the Mistletoe group two site the Alvarado and next door to
circuit in the world for this
formed an agreement, It Is charged, Instrument,
The line from Jlmenes 000 tons of coal stored, most of miles south of Kelly, Is proving far Sturges' cafe, Is prepared to give
to control the safety appliance busi- to Ciudad Juarez
Is 350 miles long, which came from the mines of 111!
better than was expected, the ore thorough scalp treatment, do hair
ness of the country. This association and daily conversation
Is carried on nols, Missouri, Kansas and Colorado running well In both zinc and lead dressing, treat corns, bunions and Inhas adopted the policy which has between these two points
part
Wyoming
only
means
divis
of
the
by
and
growing nails.
She gives massage
discovery
one of the most im
This
enriched the Pullman Palace Car
by our mines," says portant events iswhich has
a telegraphone. The company is ion is supplied
Mrs.
happened treatment and manicuring.
company. It has been said that the of
manager
general
(install
the
Union
of
planning
Instruments
the
to
the
In the Kelly mining district In a long Bambini's own preparation
of comPullman Palace Car company has al
operating
over
n
Pacific.
road
all
the
trains
up
zinc
time, as It Is the first time that
plexion cream builds
the skin and
ways been a ready purchaser of
Lot mo paper and paint your
order that the conductor may be
of a high quality and shipping improves the complexion,
and Is
Ihiilso.
guaranteed.
Satisfaction
everv uleentnir car devloe. and Is the In
Rule 15 of the east and westbound ore
to talk with headquarters at any
so
grade
south;
She
injurious.
to
been
found
guaranteed
be
not
far
has
l'rompt
owner of thousands of patents which able
attention to mail orders.
along the line. This system is transcontinental tariff, 3, E. and I and moreover the finding at 700 feet also prepares a hair tonic that cures
U has never used and does not in point
Q
respectively,
has been canceled
on the Southern Pathe surface tends to show that and prevents dandruff and hair ratlBy this already in is use
J. D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Go.
tend to tut Into operation.
being adopted by the as it provided two rates for the same below
and
the entire camp will be a high grade ing out: restores life to dead hair;
scheme the Pullman company has cific
was therefore in con- - zlno
commodity
and
United
States.
of
the
roads
producing
district.
superfluous
warts
removes
moles,
and
been able to keep the railroads out
q
lilct with the Interstate law.
South Stcond and Lead
The camp has already produced hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
of the sleeping car business.
DISCHARGE OF KMIUOY13
Kelly
largely
$10,000,000.
the
from
Since the Hepburn law became ef
For any blemish of the
machines.
LEADS IX) A STRIKE
Will Investigate Charges.
properties.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
there Is no such thing as one andLastGraphic
Chicago, III., July 25. Nearly .300 fective,
Such a policy, it Is said, is even
a
princi
week
numiber
of
the
o
beating
All
road
business
another.
more profitable to the safety appli men employed in the shops of the now goes exactly
pie officers of the New Jersey Zinc
the way It Is routed. company,
See our new Double Long Staple
By suppressing Rock Island at Davenport,
ance combination.
Moline ( ne system of roads
Phone No-- 482
621 North First Street.
as
tne
generally
known
cannot control
Mattresses. Sample on exibltion. No
patents it has been able to keep new and Rock Island have struck on aczinc trust, were in the Kelly camp better
any
price.
made
Futrelle
for
concerns out of the trade and reduce count of the discharge of a locomo freight movement.
The fact of their making investments
de tive painter.
The men on a strike
.the expenses of manufacturing
Harvey Moore, chief clerk In the there sems to indicate that they con rurniture Co.
vices.
The. safety appliance manu- comprise all of the truck men, car. local Santa Fe offices, accompanied sider this property one of the great
facturers, it is asserted, are not seek- - penters, painters, enr repairers ana by Mrs. Moore, who have been visit- camps of the world.
nspectors. it appenrs that many or ing friends and relatives in Newton
ina to nut the best and latest lm
Druvements upon the market, but the men had contracted the habit and other place In Kansas, have re
The Charmlnc Woman
will
quitting about ten or fifteen ntin- turned home.
appliances
of
which
are turning out
Is not necessarily one of perfect form
come within the law. Mr. Borland utcfl before the whistle blew.
The
Many a plain woman
features.
and
will begin his investigation at the foreman tried to correct the habit
KJ Smith, a clerk in the motive who could never serve as an artist s
patent office in Washington. He ex and the men were given to under power
with Raube and Mauger
Topeka,
office
at
accountant's
model possesses those rare qualities
dls- - who has been visiting friends In Al
pects to find records of patents stand that to do this meant
Of floe, 115 North First 8t.
that all the world admires: neatness,
Rranted which will either prove or harge. In the face of this order one buquerque, has returned to Topeka.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
clear eyes, clean smooth skin and
disprove the charges against the East man Is said to have quit fifteen mim
utes ahead of time and then not to
B. P. Phelps, of Topeka, Kas and that sprlghtllness of step and action
em Railway association.
A phyAsked the names of concerns have reported for work for two days. F. W. Mitchell, of Omaha, Neh., In that accompany good health.
weak woman is never attracti- When you want to buy, sell,
which have been accused of suppres- His discharge broke up the habit of charge of the Santa Fe test depart- - sically
ve,
Electric
sn,
even
herself.
to
not
sing safety invention. Mr. norland loafing and the superintendent
nwi:t, spent last evening in the city.
Bitters restore weak women, give
rent or exchange
named these: The Union Switch and he was willing to reinstate him.
The union, however, required that
Signal company, the Hall Bignal
Robert Ousley, stenographer to Di strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth,
company, the (ieneral Railway Signal he should be paid for the time lost vision Foreman Peach at Las Vegas, velvety skin, beautiful complexion.
& Ice Company.
Southwestern Brewery
ccmpany. the Westinghouse company which the superintendent refused to was called to Topeka yesterday by the Guaranteed at all druggists, 50c.
"The Eastern Railway association," do. The men insisted that the man Illness of his mother.
but was discharged wrongfully and ac.
he added. "Is not a corporation,
' association
corUingly went out on a strike.
W. S. Hopewell, vice president of
a sort of
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Anthracite Nut, per ton
Ome, we purpose to know all about raise is 15, giving each operator a
tnvfyV.;.:.....iiit-- i
Furmice
Stove
and
John Jolllffe, a car Inspector
Anthracite
monthly salary of 187.60.
them."
New Mexico
Albuquerque
S9.50
per ton
The reason given for tne increase, I.us Vegas, has gone to Chicago
yom SAbx bt
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W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
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which was granted voluntarily by the wed a Chicago lady.
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OX ALL ENGINES railroad, is that It desires to reward
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mtnts in the apparatus of a passen efficient
New York, July 24.
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Give ns your ROUGH DRV wars
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John Smith, foreman of the South
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me a bunch of thone thlngn.
"'Get yourself noma game chicken, klddo.' said a man that looked
like a preacher. "Finest chickens In
tine world.
Look good, taste good,
snd th finest mothers you ever saw.
Het you never heard of a mt getting
any young game, did you?"
" 'Fine mothers all right,' until old
man Plymouth Hock, 'and it's one
grand cinch no rat will ever get 'em.
Why, they kill off one another before thoy get big enough for a rat
to see 'em. Thoy start fighting beglv

NEW. DEPOT TO FARMYARD GAVE
BE BUILT AT

HIM CHICKEN

GALLUP

FEVER

fore they're out of the shell.'
Turned to I 'arm yard."
"K.ich man had his own particular
breed nnd everyone else that tried to
rut one up for inspection got s
many raps as the others could hand
Ivlm. So I went bnck over the Farmyard for the la."t eight weeks and.
although they weren't playing any
favorite. It looked ns If Rhode Island lteds wns tire one best bet.
'Wonderful egg machines,' was he
way they styled them! so It was me
for the Reds with the following re
sults:
1 dozen
chickens, cost $1 per
chicken
$12.00
1
model chicken house
30.no
1 watch dog
10.00
"In return for this I had: A
to eat at an average cost ot
nine cents per egg. In the spring we
saved them to set, when It got hot
the hens quit laying.
"Chickens to eat, none. Wife made
pets out of them, knew 'em all by
their first names and every time I
suggested killing one I wns asked to
descrllie which one I wanted to kill:
In return she would say: 'Are you
actually cruel enough to kill that
one? Why, I'd rather lose them all
than her.'
"liaised a fine lot of springers,
which were kept In the ) ouse during
bad weather, and every time It rained It was me up and out to be sure
'biddies' were locked up so they
wouldn't get wet. Soon as the aforebecame frying size
said 'biddies'
some guy came along, poisoned the
dog and stole the whole works..
"O, yies, there's a lot of money
In chickens, same as there is In gold
mines, but you hardly ever take It
out."
B--

Probability

Fine Stone
Structure at Carbon
City Shortly.
of

Sad-Eye-

Alan Tells How He

d

Got "Rich" Off

Hens.

"It certainly looks as If a man
could move out on the mcua and
make some money raising chickens."
.M.ui-said the
herever-he-gwas he looked over
the score card and saw that a half
spring would cost him forty cents and
sixty to lmtcrvlew a whole one. The
receiver of the conversation was the
sadeyed young man on the next
stool. He did the rest of the conversing.
"There Is no doubt m my mind
that there Is a lot of money In raising thickens," replied the sadeyed
one, "and do you know that there
are morei chickens, bigger chickens
and better chickens raised on the
back platform and the three
rear
seats for pmokers on street cars between 7 iind S o'clock every morning than there Is In all the rest of
Xew Mexico?
"I got that 'Model Chicken Farm'
bug
once where you tell your
friends how you can alwnys sell all
the eggs you could raise for five or
ten cents above the market price to
the drug stores and saloons, becaime
thoy have o have them fresh for
mixed drinks and nil that sort of
gush. O, yes. Finally got It so bad
1 had to go to the good old Doc for
treatment nnd he a!d he had one
remedy that so far had never failed
to cure It, and that was to try and
perform the mime ntunts with real
hene and real eggs, that you do with
the ones you put on paper, and If
that failed, he would charge me
nothing for his services.
11111 KIToct When Married.
"Of course, while I was eingle the
microbe annoyed me, but as I was
very busy seeing that all tho swinging doors In town were properly
hung, I didn't get very far past the
stage of reproaching myself for being a ucker for working when I
might have my chicken farm running and taking It easy. Hut when
I made the leap for life.
Oi! Ol! I
decided I might as well show all
scoffers and nonbelieveru that this
chicken ranch was the real system.
"I discarded
that paper which
tells you "So nnd So was pounds the
best and .should have won,' and that
'Mazoozoo was In game and forward
contention and would bear watching
his next out' and became a regular
readier of the weekly 'Farmyard.' In
each number of the Farmyard there
appeared on article which nhowed by
actual figures, where some thrifty
housewife, had ptarted with one dozen eggs, which she nt under a borrowed hen and obtained the following results:
Erected and paid for 1 henS 47.00
house
Sixty-thre- e
Air., eggs (home
17l,&
average
use),
price
per doaen
11.02
Fifty-fodozen wild nt
9.45
same price
Mad wo many chickens
to
eat got tired of keeping
tab on them.
Chickens on hatul at end of
year
(275) worth
75c
apiece
Jl 37.50
reading
about eight like
"After
this we could stand it no longer and
proceeded to hunt houses till we
found the original 'build a nest for
birdie' cozy cottage, which had a
backyard that looked ns If It reached
from Fifth Mreet to the railroad and
lease on it so as not
closed a
to be disturbed by the Jealous owner
as we pot to making a lot of
jut
t
money and have to move.
looked like stealing from the
man, this uniting his place and then
laying It with th" chicken profits.
Platform Poultry S inllcate.
"The lli'M niornn.g after we move
out th' re I grabbed ;,,. rear plat-f..iand there was
of the t'.:2n car.
a led hit s ssj,,., ,n- tlie poultry synto a l.tigtliv
dicate. After
discussion as to tl'.e lust means of
destroying miles without destioylng
the chickens I thought this would
le the tea! Informalioii bur. a'l, and
waited for a lull in the
w in n I horned in with
nl wanes.
the i.im, but i an r.ny of
.s- i i idem e that lhe American Fuel vou"Pardon
gentlemen .
lr.o anv dope us
to do things In tin: to which chick.-!- i;ie
miNiny
s 1 sin ui
ii
camp,
is
a
!: iiviili'
diamond drill
wl'ir: You ki.ow I in t moved .'.it
d
,'lbr.ut "tie lene
:K til'' coal delie-l- t
and lay wife win's to ket p :i
r'.lna-- t of the old mine, 'ill-- ' lew of tie 111.'
rating the drill refuse to il.s- " 'Sure.' "poke up
i T
them.

Gallup, X. M., July 25. (SkHiiI
''rpi'sMiink'iHT.) The oft rept-atelumur that Uallup Is to have a new
depot has been revived, and those In
position to know a thing or two about
wh;tt the Santa Fe proposes to do In
fiullup seem sanguine that the latest
depot story Is not myth.
The new tlepot, according to your
correspondent's Informant,
be
will
tone and as commodious
as the
W'inslow depot.
It will be located
Just west of the big wholesale house
of C. X. Cotton, where the tanta Ke
has a large plat of vacant ground.
This ground, which Is much lower
than the railroad yards now, will be
rilled In. While this work Is being
done the old depot will bo made
more adequate
to
the Santa Fe's
growing business In Gallup, by a few
changes. The second story of the old
depot, which Is used at present as a
dwelling, will be converted Into office rooms and several of the many
departments now crowded Into the
small rooms on the first floor, will
be moved up stairs.
The waiting
room, will also be made larger.
Heading )Uxm.
Another improvement the Santa Fe
contemplates making In Gallup is the
construction of a reading room building. The site chosen for the reading
room is directly In front of the Cotton store. It will be just across the
street and several tracks, and only a
couple of hundred feet from the prln.
clpal part of the town. A wholesale
house of Las Vegas desired to build
a branch house on this piece of
ground a few years ago but the Santa Fe refused to grant the privilege.
The excuse the Santa Fe gave at that
time for not granting the wish of the
wholesale people was that the ground
was already selected for another purpose. That purpose Is now made public. The new reading room will be
of stone, and according to plans will
cost In the neighborhood of $20,000.
New Well.
Santa
Gus Mulholland, the veteran well
digger of the Carbon City, has Just
finished sinking a 1,600 foot well for
the Santa Fe's water supply. The
new well Is ten inches In diameter and
about a hundred feet north of the
well where the town secures its water
supply. In fact It Is In such close
proximity to the city's well that some
fear that the supply of the latter will
be materially affected. The water in
both wells Is very soft. A chemical
analysis reveals that the water contains only one per cent of solids. It
is considered on a par with Flagstaff
water for engine use, and Flagstaff
water Is considered the finest engine
water on the entire Santa Fe system.
I'larkvllle Ciwil Camp.
Two months ago, when Kese Hed-doundertook the rejuvenation bf
the Clarkville coal camp for the
American Fuel company, he came
near finding an elephant on his
hands, to suy nothing of what the
American Fuel company got when it
bought the property from Senator
Clark. This Is evident by the aspect
the place presents to the casual observer. The Clark interests had let
things run very much to the bad,
buildings and mine. Rut the new
owners are going ahead heroically
with the work of rejuvenation, and
their labor Is telling already.
l new ami more adequate water
system has been installed under the
.supervision of Mr. Keddow.
The
town, which wus almost wholly depopulated at the time the properly
parsed from Clark to the present owners. i beginning to lill up ag.iln,
though there are yet many empty
houses for more miners, who are being sou-'aJ'ei' vigorously. Labor Is
very sea ice.
There a re about lo0 men employed
in the Clarkville camp n t present.
About Xi'U tons of coal are being taken out by tills force la addition to
a lilt!" iimoimt of development work
that is goi: g on in the mine. The
miners are ii( dying r s cents a ton
3 and ? i for
c 'III. and
for
Tito men make
elo.iiient work.
J
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the stockholders on July 11th, 1907,
to take action thereon; that notice of
Bid resolution and meeting of stockholders was given personally to all
the stockholders of said company on
June 19th, 1907. and that on "July
in Interest of
11th. 1907,
each class of stockholders having vot.
lng powers, namely, 6.000 shares of
stock, voted In favor ol said resolution to change said name as aforesaid.
In witness whereof, the president
of the said Sellers
and secretary
Printing Company have hereunto set
their hands and seals and have affixed hereunto the corporate seal of
said corporation.
(Signed):
GEO. F. ALRRIG-HTPresident of Sellers Printing Company.
(Signed):
WARD D. AXOKRSOX,
Secretary of Sellers Printing Company.
(SEAL.)
Territory of Xew Mexico, County of
liernalillo. ss.
on this 13th day of July, 1907,
before me personally appeared Ueorge
F. Albright and Ward D. Anderson
and say that thoy are respectively the
president and tha secretary of said
Sellers Printing Company; that the
seal alllxed to said instrument Is the
corporate seal ot said corporation;
and that said Instrument was signed
anil sealed in behalf of said corporation by authority of its board of
and said George F. Albright
and Ward ID. Anderson acknowledged said instrument to be the free act
and deed of said corporation.
In witness whereof, 1 have hereunto set rny hand and affixed my notarial seal the day and year last above
WMtten.
(Signed):
II HUBERT F. RATXOLDS,
Notary Public.
(SEAL.)
Territory of New Mexico, County of
Rernallllo. ss.
On this 13th day of July, 1907,
before me appeared George F. Albright and Ward Anderson, and being by me duly sworn gay that they
are respectively the president and
the secretary of the above named
Sellers Printing Company, that at a
meeting of the stockholders of said
corporation duly called according to
law, the assent of
in Interest of each class of stockholders
was given to the above alteration In
the change of name of said corporation namely from the "Sellers Print-Ig- n
Company" to "Albright and Anderson, Incorporated."
(Signed):
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
WARD D. ANDERSON.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
the day and year last above written.
(Signed):
HERBERT F. RAYXOLDS.
Notary Public.
(SEAL.)
Endorsed:
No. 5062. Cor. Ree d. Vol. 5, Pago

TEACHERS

COUNTY

Will

J.

HOLD SESSIONS

8HERWLN-WILLIAM-

two-thir-

.

The Torrance county teachers' InIs now In session, at
Kstancia is being well attended and
promises to be very successful. Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction Alfredo M. Sanchea will deliver an address during the session
but It has not yet been decided
whether he will speak In the English
or the Spanish language. County Superintendent J. C. Jaramillo has the
matter under advisement.
The Eddy county institute will be
held at Dayton August 18 to August
14.
It will be conducted by Dr. C.
M. Light, president of the Silver City
Normal school, assisted by Professor
A. A. Keyser, superintendent
of the
public schools nt Dayton,
Professor D. C. Taylor nnd Mrs.
John Milne of Albuquerque will nave
charge of the GuadaJupe county institute which will be held at Santa
Rosn from August 12 to August 24.
other Institutes will be as follows:
Roosevelt county, nt Portalcs. August
5 .to August 17. Conductor, Superintendent H. F. Urown, of Arteslo.
Sandoval county, at Rernnllllo, August 5 to August 17. Conductor, J. A.
Miller, of Albuquerque.
San Juan county at Aztec, August
5 to August 17. Conductor, W.
E.
Garrison, of Santa Fe.

CKKTIl'ICATK OF COMPARISON.
Territory of Xew Mexico, otlice of
the secretary.
I. J. W. ltaynolds, secretary of the
territory of New Mexico, .do hereby
certify that there was filed for record in this otlice at 9 o'clock a, m.,
on the 16th day of July, A. D. 1907,
Certificate of Amendment to Articles
of Incorporation of Sellers) Printing ConiMtiiy, CTuinglng Xanic
Subscribe for Hie Citizen and get
to Albright and Anderthe new.
son, Inoorxrated."
(No. 5062.);
MEN AND WOMEN.
and also, that I have compared the
Cm Bl
far vnnataral
following copy of the same, with the
dischargMAflammatioDa,
original thereof now on file, and deor ulcrattons
trrlttulont
MMMrlMM,
clare it to be a correct transcript
ll
of maaonf niarobraoM,
PkinlM mnA rtnt sitrin.
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
KB ItllEtyMSCMNWitCa. (nut or poimdoiu.
Given under my hand and the great 4S6.
old hj Draa1U.
seal of the territory of New Mexico, t'ortiflcnto of Amendment to Articles
or wnl In pUlo wrapper,
at the city of Santa Fe, the capital,
.riotxprM, prepaid, tor
or
I
bf
Sellers
of
IncotroraUon
1.00, or boltlM 02.76.
on this 16lh day of July. A. D. 1907.
ing Conipnny, Changing Name
(areolar
Mat oa nmuMt.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
to Albright and AnderSecretary of New Mexico.
son, lncorKrated.
JI. P. FLINT,
Filed In oillce of secretary of New
Assistant Secretary.
Mexico July 16, 1907. 9 a. m.
la lntrsud svnd honlrt know
J. W. RAYXOLDH,
Certificate of Change of Name.
Secretary.
IMARVELWhlrllngS
This Is to certify that the board of
Compared O. to M.
VttaTlnnl rVfrlnf,
directors of The Sellers Printing Com- Territory of New Mexico, County of
Went 31 oft ronf
pany, principal otlice Albuquerque, N.
Bernalillo. ss.
llituuitly.
M., D. K. ii. Sellers, agent, on June
This instrument was filed for record
19th, 1907, passed a resolution that on the 17th day of July, 1U07, at 3:50
rtn ilniiriHat fn It.
ll
tin
lltt
aiiiitiiT
was
change
advisable to
it
the name o'clock p. m.
s
pt no
u V i. 1.
of said company from "The Sellers
..M..r l.nt i4 d tianin f..r
Recorded in Vol. B. Misc. of Rectt.Mifc- -.
'm"t. It TtTra
Printing Company" to "Albright and ords
of said county, folio 251.
nr
'''"'IrW
mi iwiitn-."in aui ......
Anderson, Incorporated," and it was
A. E. WALKER.
!U4 frtrvit.
4 a ..
fcV OUk.
further resolved to call a meeting of
Recorder.
two-thir-

Every Woman

I'ltn-iii- l

BALDRIDGE
PAINT

3
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Phone

A. C. BILICKE

and JOHN 8. MITCHELL inTlte their friend to males
New Mexico headquarter at

The Hollenbech Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated.
Courtesy and
attention to guests is a pleasure ta us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.'
Depot and beach line car atop at th Hollenbeck door.
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

:
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THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rax Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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$900
$500
$200

Fast Clubs and Close Contests to Decide the Championship of the Southwest.
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Machine Works

ft. . MALL. Proftrtoior
Iron and Bras Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Car; Shaft
Ins, Pulleys, Orad Bars, Babbit Metal; Column aaJ Irom
Front for Buildings.
Rmomtrm on Minim mud Mill Mmmmlmmrw m
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, K. m

BIG FAIR

ilii'.-'l-

-

J. A. WEINMAN
President

JAY A HUBBS
Manager

967

Albuquerque
New Mexico
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HO, YOU FANS!

S. Second St.

317-31- 9
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Cover

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDIXO
PAPER Alwayl In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint. Glass, Bash, Doora. Etc,
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBCQUERQUE, NEW MKX.

stitute which

I r:lll mall you free, to prove merit,
samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restorative, and my Book on either Dyspepsia, The Heart or The Kidneys.
Trouble of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
i per ailment.
Don't make the
common error of treating symptoms
only. Symptom treatment Is treating
the result of your ailment, and not
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
the Inside nerves mean Stomach
weakness, always.
And the Heart,
and Kidneys as well, have their controlling or Inside nerves.
Weaken
these nerves, and you Inevitably have
weak vital organs.
Here Is where
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made its
fame. No other remedy even claims
Also
to treat the "Inside nerves."
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Write me today for sample and free Book. Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. The Restorative is sold by
all dealers.

C.

DKALKR IN MATIVK A NO CHIC AGO LUMBER

ROY STAMM

Secretary

0QS0ftt
Finest
Whiskies

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

AMRLK AND
'CLUB ROOM

f
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The ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN

EVENING
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SEK E. O. PIIICK,
E. O. Price. I am her to stay. ,1 like the town and
I like the people. The cllmnte Is the acme of anything and everything deniable. I have established the E. O. Price Heal Estate Agency. My office
Is 212 South Second street bear that number In mind, 212 South Second
Street. If you have anything In my line to sell see E. O. Price. I will sell
It for you. If you have anything to rent see E. O. Price. I will rent It for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and lets get acquainted. .
SKK K. O. PKIC-EMy nam

Is

THtTtSDAY,

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

The trial of William Haywood for murder Is drawing slowly but surely
close.
There Is hardly any one throughout the United States but will
be glad to see It ended.
There has been a mass of sickening testimony true or untrue, no one
an guess, at this timet
The case has been but little less sensational than
the trial of Harry Thaw for murdering Stanford White.
In the Haywood trial, the battle of labor and capital was Involved; In
the trial of Thaw, the central figure was a woman.
The outcome of the Haywood trial will be watched with Interest equal
to the Interest manifested In the outcome of the Thaw trial.
By organized labor It will be watched with even more Interest
since the acquittal or conviction of Haywood, of the Western Federation, may
faave a far reaching effect upon labor In the west.
So complicated has been .the testimony that It Is almost Impossible to
form an honest opinion an to Haywood's guilt or Innocence even by those
who have read every word of the newspaper reports.
Even In the summing up of the evidence by the attorneys, It Is difficult
The attorneys for Hayto follow the many phases of human emotion.
wood feel and openly and bitterly express, hatred and contempt for the
"
They claim
prosecution, the state and the Plnkerton detective agency.
Haywood Is ithe victim of a foul plot against organized labor such as the
world has never before seen.
On the other hand, the prosecution declares that the Western, Federallon
of Miners Intended to rob, murder and pillage to maintain supremacy In the
west.
And in the midst of all this, the mere fact involved is almost lost
a,

sight

of.
Did Haywood kill, assist In killing or aid and ftbett the killing of

,

.

10T.

Only Thing For a Picnfc
Tb

JOHNNY'S "CUPIDITY."

H. H. Henderson, of Cedar Rapids,
arrived In the city last evening.
D. D. Bronson, chief forest inspec-

'7
'A

Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket
Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

it
A

tor, returned last night from a trip
to Santa Fe.
V If
Compartment
Mrs. Jesse Keleher and daughters
left for the mountains today for a
stay of several weeks.
Yesterday a marriage license was
issued to Miss perfecta TruJIIIo and
Salome Montoya, both of Alameda.
Theodore Thompson left this morn.
Ing for the White Oaks country to
look after his mining Interests there;
Mrs. Albert Coffin and son. Earnest, of Boston, are the guests of A.
W. Hayden while en route from California.
The Barelas Grays and the Southwestern Brewery team are trying to
secure Traction park for a game to
be played soon.
The sale of lot 15, block 2, John A.
Lee addition, was recorded yesterday
oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
as sold to Daniel Pudllla by Adan 11.
Chavez for $500.
I I I
13 1V1. I
.11
Forest Guard Tratt, of the Mount
Taylor forest reserve, returned to his
219 South 2nd Strut
district, after taking the ranger examination yesterday.
Galvanized Cornices, Sky
Real Estate and Loans
F. Beyer, Dr. Sunderland, A. Peltier and F. Kerzinan will leave SunLights, Stock
Agent for
day for Bear canyon where they will
enjoy a few days outing.
and IStorage
Travelers' Insurance Co.,
At a meeting of the Woman's ReI i rttord. Conn.
Tanks, H o t
lief Corps yesterday afternoon. Miss
Jennie Mulligan was elected
press
Life and Accident,
Air Furnaces,
correspondent for the ensuing year.
The
Company
The Blttner-Stamcompany has
Tin Roofing,
sold to Kancy Hewitt, lots 1 to 12
Writing Acc'dent Insurinclusive, block 67. Terrace addition.
Guttering, etc.
ance
in
the World.
Transaction recorded today. Consideration $1.00.
CXXXXXJOOOOOOOXXaXXXXDOC)OClO
'Geronlmo." 6 Years Old.
General Jobbing
C. E. Quler and M. Jeskell. two In.
cal painters and contractors, left last
Didn't Want to Be
night for Corralles. where thev have
been employed to paint and repair
Shipped.
me nome oi Airs, weiner.
Wilson Porterfleld. son of W. C
Saddle horses a specialty. Rpst
Porterfield, has returned to Demlng,
drivers In the city. Proprietor! of
.
. M.,
from Old Mexico, where he
New York. July 25. Geronlmo, a "Sadie,"
the picnic wagon.
has been engaged for several months
buffalo bull, in refusing to
be ousted from his (lien Island res
witn a survey party.
BAMBROOK
BROS.
BAR
Forest Guards Fred Weir, J. 11. ervation yesterday, fought as desper112 John Stiwt
Sherman, II. M. Sluff and J. B. Mo- - ately as the Indian afteronwhomsun-he Phone 59.
tne
Guinness, all of the Manzano nation wias named rought toInstay
109 South First St. Thone 1036
plains and
the mountain
al forest, are among those who took baked
fastnesses of the far southwest.
ranger examinations yesterday.
No plain-bre- d
buffalo could have
A tract of land 2H feet wide from
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
battled more gallantly against the
me west side of lot 38, block 50, X indignity
being
of
crated and shipped
M. 'lown Co.'s addition, has been
in
When
of
need
anything
in
the
Family Trade a Specialty
Oklahoma In a common cattle car,
sold to Pitt Ross by Clara M. Fer to
gusson. Consideration mentioned $1. likeHuta prize hog.
con
BAKERY"
man
in
white
the
the
end
"What?"
Forest Assistant W. D. Sturret lpft quered as Inevitably as he swept the
"Painting?"
City Tuesday for Mogollon and tens of thousands ot Ueronlmo s an- French Bakery Co, 202 E. R.R.Ave.
"How do you know I will give you Silver
cooney
to select twenty-fiv- e
thou cestors from the plains.
lessons?"
sand cords of wood for which E
Could Ueronlmo have gotten It into
"Won't you? And It's a dandy day Craig
has made application to the his enormous, shaggy head that he
"
to begin, bully
department.
merely
forest
was no be transferred from
The next thing worth recording
corral to the broad ranges of
Mrs. Lonnle
we were crossing the bridge which
Munson
nnd little a small
ranch In the west he
leads Into the ni'al.w on the bank daughter, who have been visiting Mrs an 87.000-acr- e
probably
would have been docile
s paretus. Mr. and Mrs. J. X
of the river. When you start to runabout
it.
pton,
City.
you
ning down hill
at Mlrver
N. M.. for
have to continue t
There, with the twenty other mem
or fall und then you're liable to several weeks- - past,- - left today for
bers of the Glen Island buffalo fam
continue anyway. Jounny was stout, their home irt fleattle. Washington,
ily
of John H. Stnrin, Geronlmo will
and wasn't i.iuch 0 a sprinter, down
Everett Stout, formerly assistant
Into peaceful old age In the
hill especially, so when 1 reached the surgeon at the Santa Fe hospital at graze
best environment he ever has known.
foot of the incline, there he cam,-- a: "is vegus, died Monday at Pasadena, The
transfer of the Glen Island bufa 2:4u gait, with a doubtful founda- Cal. He was engaged to be married
falo herd from their corrals to a
tion for his speed. I laughed till my to Miss Edna Robbins, daughter of stock
barge, for shipment to Miller
jil naiured me easnier or tne Gro.-isides ached, and :ie wu.i
Kelly Co. mothers'
"101 Uanch." at Bliss, Ok
about it.
ui j.as vegus.
lahoma,
marked the passing of Glen
We hurried and got things fxed
Dale,
Frank
the member of th? Island's zoological glory. The only
for a sketch, a;id then then we no- Boston
Opera com nan v. who has animal remaining on the historic is
ticed some one coining ct lwn the oeen aiIdeal
ist. Jose nil hospital for land is a coach dog, that yelped distne
river.
several days, was
as being mally as the buffalos were snorting
Who is he?" said Johnny, with very much worse reported
today. Mr. Bur
charging in their ngnt against
cherub-lik- e
Innocence.
gess, of the company, who is in E and
"Johnny Johnson, It's It's Prof. Paso, has been notified to communi removal. (ioronlnio
"
Edwards
cate with Dale s people at once.
We give spednl attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Mowers
Ten of the buffalos are bulls, five of
"I'll bet It's old Mr. Skinflint drivWheat Hinders, Rakes, liny Presses, Wind Mills. We carry high quality of
William C. liarns. at present secre them of unusual size.
ing home his cow."
Napoleon,
sped
finest
one
of
the
tnry
We both knew better, and I began New of the cattle sanitary board o mens alive, made less trouble than of machinery and tools. Write us for Bpeciul catalogue. J. KOKI1EK & CO.,
Mexico, and a well known rest
We worked very
to suspect Johnny.
expected nnd was forced Into a big Wholesale, Albuquerque, N. M.
of Las Yeiras. has nerpnteil
reasons, dent
energetically, for different
il
rrrit. without much diffi
position In the national forest service
till some one Bald:
as grazing Inspector of the district o culty. Three more of the big bulls
"Why, what a coincidence.
from which trouble was expected
Then a dumpy figure with a pencil .New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma. were
surprisingly docile.
The eleven
disappeared as If a water snake hud He will 1. enter upon his duties on cows
and calves drove as readily as
Octcvber
gobbled him up.
of Jersey cattle.
These Are
Four Men, Hernadlno Garcia. Joe a herd
I called him, not know what el.
Geronlmo, us though holding
yuirlno Vau and William Bal hisHut
to do.
contempt
lack
for
fellows
their
in
"
lin, were arraigned befor Police J ml ire of resistance, made a stand for the
"Leave him alone, Marlon
Carriage
George Craig this mornlnir on the honor of his race.
"Sir?"
Ked-eye- d
"Look here, Marlon I've had enough charge of being drunk and disorder
snortand
You ly. All pleaded guilty.
of this Latin class business.
Garcia ami ing defiantly, throwing up earth like
Buying
never will let me see you alone. I've Ballln were sent to Jail for ten dav a Kteam shovel and charging
men
got you now, and I'm going to tell each, and Corlz and Vau were euch and the heavy stockade viciously, the
you something.
Marlon, sweetheart, fined $5.
Days
maddened buffalo kept his tormentI love vou. 1 love vou."
Don't you
Negotiations are on between Martin ors ut bay and successfully resisted
understand? He kissed me hard and Ryan, manager of the Geronlmos, and capture for four hours.
fairlv shook me.
George F. Surong, the buffalo ex
it. A. Matson, manager of the Mc
"Yes, yes, and please don't shake Intosh Browns, by which the two
Easy Terms
pert of the "1U1 Kanch outfit, had
me. J m tired or biilln class lain, loo
cal teams will play Sunday afternoon come on from Oklahoma to oversee
And I kissed him back.
at Traction park. Should the South the transfer of the buffalos from the
and
Johnny kept out of my sight for a western team of El Paso decline t highly civilized east, where they are
week, and then Harry brought him cume here Sunday, the game between a cuiiosltv, to sparsely settled Okla
Low Prices
over one evening, and 1 1 kissed tne Irish and Brown teams will bi noma, where, strangely enough, they
Do you Intend buying
are more of & curiosity.
,enlcle te enjoy the summer months? If you
him, too.
a certainty.
Strong found it no nature fake to
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
The repair work on the Barelas
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
crate Geronimo.
WORK WEAKENS THE KIDNEYS. bridge is practically completed, wli
Top Buggies, Runabouts. Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
story
In
west
the
the
tells
he
If
the exceptions of a few new planks
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
Doan's Kidney 1111s Have Donrt ror tne walk and other light tlmbe nnd It Is doubted he has eight witvs.
who ran swear to the feats an
Great Service for People Who
work. The new dykes along Hi nesses
angry
perform.
can
buffalo
Work in Albuquerque.
Atrlsco bunks, from the approach to
Hefore the fight was over Strong.
tne oridge north about several hun who
arly In the game had said that
Albuquerque people work dred feet, are in good condition un
Most
buffalos are of a low order of Intellievery day In some strained, unnatural are capable of keeping the river in gence,
Road.
revised his opinion. Among the
position bending constantly over a us proper channel.
under him were an Italian, an
desk riding on Jolting wagons or
Dr. J. J. Ellis, who was called to men
Irishman, a Swede and an American,
cars doing laborious housework; lift- this city some lime ago, on accoun and
each man swore in his native
ing, reaching or pulling, or trying the of the Illness of his daughter,
wil tongue.
Strong, being a cowpunch-e- r
back In a hundred and ono otnei return to his home in Knoxvtlle,
by profession, swore most expresways. All these strains tend to wear, icon., today taking with him the re sively
all. I'rofanily had no efof
weaken and Injure the kidneys until mains of his daughter, Nora, for bur fect on Geronlmo.
they fall behind In their work of fil lal. owing to the fact that a not lie
I'inally Cnpturetl.
tering the poisons from the blood daughter has been ill with typhol
were
Most of the time the men
Doan's Kidney lills cure sick kidneys, fever, he has been prevented from kept
busy sidestepping the bull's onput new strength in bad backs. Al returning homns earlier.
The historical "Old Hickrushes,
buouerciue cures prove It,
A marriage license was Issued to
Hy degrees, and with heavy movMrs. C. A. Hall, of C13 South Third day to Miss Ada Heaver, of Shawnee able gat
ory" Chair.
roped together, Geronlmo
street, Albuquerque, New Mexico, okla., and Fleming Lavender, of the was crowded into the corner where
says: "Mr. Hall still holds the same White Mountain reservation in Arl the big crate stood with lis trap
good opinion of Doan's Kidney P1IU zona.
Moth of the contracting par
door.
Light, comfot table, durable
that ho had when he publicly en ties are full blooded Indians and slu
Time nnd again he charged the
bore them down
dorsed them some five years ago dents ut the Albuquerque
India gates and head-oand especially adapted to hard
The use of this remedy as he then school, and both ure accomplished tvith a crash and chased the men to
Miss
Heaver received the fence- tops.
stated relieved him of pain in his kid musicians.
service.
neys, attacks of which he had been great praise for her excellence
As It grew hotter Geronlmo's blac't
in
his
subject to for some time, some of the piano playing at the commencement tongue hung out further and
of he school this year and eyes got redder. Hut never did he
attacks lasting for an entire week exercises
the groom was none the less com- slop fighting. When he was c.owded
Doan's Kidney plimented
without a let-uupon his talent In playing into a small corner of .!.? corral he
Pills removed the trouble at that time,
catapulted against the heavy timbers
and It Is only once in a great while the clarionet.
In
of terror, and when at
.
that he has complained of his back
Plans have been completed by Con. lastanheabandon
was tricked into the crate he
hurting him since, and this has been tractor tl. J. .Mace for a large store did frenzied
unbelievable
contortions
when in giving his assistance in lift- building to be erected at Kirst and
ing cars that have become derailed, Second streets near the Santa Vi in a buffalo.
to match
desperate was the bull's fight
or in some such way he has strained shops for Ambrosto t'andelarla. The thatSo George
Strong feared
might
his back, and even at such times the building will be 70 feet Bquare and plant his head against theheside of
trouble has been of short duration. two stories high. The lower Hour will the crate, tense his muscles and comMr. Hall vouches as strongly today be fitted up for store room purposes mit suicide by will jmwer.
Come and see our line of . . .
for Doan's Kidney Pills as he ever and the upper story as a rooming
In asserting thai buffalos often did
did, and we are both glad to recom house. The building will have all this when overpowered, the OklahoOLD HICKORY FURNITURE
modern conveniences and work of ma man was careful to explain that
mend them."
For bale by all druggists.
Price 50 construction will be ctunmenced at his observations could be verified by
Foster-MUburAugust.
about
n
the
The
of
middle
government
Buffalo,
report
Co.,
cents.
reference to the
Mrs.
is now on the American bison.
I'andelaria,
New York, sole agents for the United owner,
The Stalin
visiting in California.
buffalo herd vvs taken to Jersey City
States.
and will ne shipped west over the
Remember the name Doan's and
The Ladles Aid Society of the l'ennsvivanla railroad.
No. 27
take no other.
Congregational
hold
will
Miller Brothers paid IJO.OOft for
church
308-31- 0
W. Central Avenue
Texas Carlsbad
water their regular tea Thursday evening the herd, and now have sixty-eig..Staab Building
mineral
of
had, the biggest In head
cures and prevents billlousness. Ask in the church parlors. A cordial
exigence.
buffalos
your grocer for it.
is extended to all.
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
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Haywood tfrial Hear CCose
to

ABOUT TOWN

Lulu Iorctta Baker.)
It was Friday, the day Eliza and
I wns dipping Into
did things.
ome Jelly with a butcher knife and
Marlon,
Kllza saying "Lnrdy,
Miss
gotn' to put a quart on each tart?'
rang.
when the door bell
I scurried into the hall, giving the
pillows on the old settee a pat, for
it might he I'ror. Edwards, Uoro-tlnv- 's
Initio teacher, who droits In
sometimes t6 talk of the child's abil
ity In Caesar. But there stood Johnny
freckle- Johnson,
the round-eyefaced son of Mrs. Alex. Johnson, who
lived next door.
You paint, Miss Marion?" Johnny
was abrupt- - "1 want to take lessons
if you'll let me, and so does l'rof.
"
Edwards
Are you crazy,
'Prof. Edwards?
Johnny ?"my heart thumping.
So, ma am. Prof. Edwards tu
tors me in grammar, you know, lie
was reading to me after recitation
this morning, and right In the ln- eresting part stopped and asked me
If I wouldn't sit right still for a sketch
I
called 'The Listener.'
let him
sketch me, though I was dying to
know If that boy in the story set fire
to his grandmothers sunuonnet or
finally did put the match to the trash
pile as his mother told him to do.
told him you was a dandy good
drawer with paints all right, and ho
you must be
was surprised; said
modest about It, for he had never
heard you mention paints. Said he
wished he could do things in coior.
told him 1 bet you'd be a bully
teacher, all right, all right, and he
said he suspected so, though 1 ought
not to apply the adverb was it an
adverbk? to a lady."
"Johnny.
I was Interested.
I'm
back in the kitchen, come in," I said.
get
posiI
though
knew Eliza would
tively rigid at a vlstor on Friday, We
had to look up to her. She was both
etliclent and
She was In the backyard gather
ing blackberries. "Come In, Johnny,
quick, and let's get busy or you will
have to skidoo, then you can t nnlsn
telling me." I thing Edwards Is the
most musical name 1 ever heard.
"1 can Jelly tarts," when he saw
what 1 was doing.
"All right, and I'll give you one
out of every three If you'll hurry and
get them all done."
"Can we begin today?" after a few
minutes.
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Steunenberg. governor of Idaho?
This Is really all that should be Involved In the case as It now stands.
but apparently outside of the rulings of the court, the attorneys have de
elded to base the whole matter on a, fight between capital and labor.
Perhaps the wisdom of such a course will yet be demonstrated. There
is no question but that organized labor made the fight of Its life to save
Haywood and that organized capital brought every pressure to bear to con
vict him.
Tet at the same time. It should be remembered that neither organized
labor or organized capital are on trial.
It Is simply the case of the state vs. Haywood. It may be Justice and
It may be advisible1 to allow these two great and powerful organizations to
make the trial of this man a fight for supremacy In a court of Justice.
The Cttlzen, however, can not see It as such.
It would appear that this Is simply a common perhaps uncommon
case of alleged murder.
These are the only
Is Haywood guilty?
Is Haywood not guilty?
questions involved.
Should the testimony tend to show that organized labor
and organized capital were engaged In plotting and planning each other's
destruction In violation of the law, then that nhouJd form a separate case
nd be tried aa such.
Haywood's trial should not be- made to imperil his life simply In the
Interests of two powerful organizations, even though he Is a leader and advo- cate of one of them.
It would appear tht there has been too much of an appeal to sentiment
and not enough of reason and cold hard facts In the trial ofWilllam Hay
wood.
-

.
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Conservative jet
The fact that one of the first things the new governor, George Curry
was forced to do upon his arrival In New Mexico was to deny an alleged
Interview In a yellow paper, was not unlooked for by those who know the
papers o
policy of misrepresentation resorted to by several
this territory.
The governor will probably have other denials to make before these un
principled papers get through misquoting him.
At the same time It Is well that the new governor was misquoted since
It gave him a chance to go on record pretty strongly as to whut his plans
really were.
In the first place, the new governor said "I am a Roosevelt republican
and 'I will carry out Roosevelt's policies; I will appoint republicans to office;
I will be thei governor of all the people; I will try to give them the best government In my power."
There is no mistaking the language and there Is no mistaking the meaning of those words among those who know George CurryAmong those who do not know him, the language and the meaning,
will appear much plainer when Governor Curry takes up the reins.
Governor Curry Is conservative but at the same time fearless. He dot
not hesitate to label his change of political belief and he does not hesitate to
outline his policy in a general way.
He could not have outlined It in detail had he so desired for Governor
Curry's training as a soldier, taught him never to "cross a bridge until he
came to it."
The new governor has the support and good will of the best people of
New Mexico and of the republican party in particular.
His remarks, in the face of the interview which so misrepresented hm,
go to show better than anything he could have done, Just how he intends to
conduct the affairs of the executive office.
Governor Curry will be thi governor and he will carry out the "square
deal" In New Mexico.
By a frank, open and honest statement of what he was and what he
would do, so fur as may be In his power. Governor Curry showed good Judgement.
By refusing to further discuss politics or the present political situation
the new governor only did what any sensible man would have done.
How many governors, even presidents, have unmade themselves and
ruined all their future prospects by talking too much at the wrong time?
How many of them have made promises which later they were unable
to ojirry out without disastrous results?
No executive can know the needs and necessities of nn office until he
has taken charge.
Curry is a man of the world and a man whose greatest school was experience.
He realizes that he will be surrounded by more or less trouble of
a political nature1 but he relies upon his own strength and knowledge to carry him safely through.
When Governor Curry does speak, he means what he says and what he
ays goes, if Gorge Curry can make It go.
Consequently, his brief but pointed remarks In the denial of the fake
Interview yesterday, were timely and conservative yet fearles..
-
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Is suffering from an overdose of humor.
The St. Louis
At least the
thinks It Is humor which is all that is necessary.
perpetrates the following und you are expected to haw-haThe
whether you see the point or not: "We hereby nominate Hon. Jim
Jeffries of California for president of the Vnlted States. We do not know
with whut party Hon. Jim affiliates, but that Is unimportant. There Is not any
great degree of difference between party policies nowadays; and It Is 'perWhat we demand In a presisonality' that counts personality and muscle.
d
man,
dent is not logic, eloquence or devotion, but that he be an
able to wield the hoe, the Btlck, the list. We have tried the 'scholar in polhaving
physical
acquired a taste for
itics,' now we would try the athlete,
Ambitious statesmen and favorite' sons' realize
might In our camlidates.
Co
training
excel In bodily achievements.
the logic of the situation, and are
athlete, but
Mr. Roosevelt has Set them a strenuous pace, us an
Fairbanks is training for
by specializing they hope to break a few records.
medal, rescuing drowning heroines, und also for the buttermilk
a
record, and Secretary Taft In
championship, liryun is after the
Even our own Joseph Folk is
Canada Is becoming a golf expert.
But such uthletlc
trying to excel Grover Cleveland as a mighty fisherman.
performances are tame In comparison with the mighty stunts of the peerless
He Is the greatest tighter of (he age, with his lists, and could
Jeffries.
doubtless 'put out' all the gentlemen mentioned, simultaneously, and with
Since we are making athletics the paramount
one hand tied behind him.
issue In politics, und it U a question of the survival of the physically fittest,
inevitable logic demands that Jim Jeffries be mimed for our mxt president.
We move to make the choice unanimous."
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MARKETS

Market letters received by F. J.
Graf & Co., brokers, room 87 Barnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
their own private wires.
New York Stock
October cotton
J 11.90
.. .122?
American Sugar
f)0
Amalgamated Copper
118
American Smelters
43
American Car Foundry
94
Atchison com
68
Anaconda
Brooklyn Kapid Transit
69
99 Vs
Baltimore and Ohio
176
Canadian Pacific
32
Colorado Fuel
Erie com
24Vi
76
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
113
36 hi
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania ,
123
Beading com
106
22
Bock Island
, ,T. 89
Southern Padlflc
135
St. Paul
19
Southern Hallway
146
Union Pacific
36 hi
V. S. S
U. S. S. pfd
100 H
16 Vs
Greene (ananea
17
Shannon
165
Calumet and Arizona
44 hi
old lJomlnion
81
Copper Range
83
North Butte
Summary of Conditions.
New York,
July
25. American
stocks In London firm, with great

Harriman

In

Issues.

met
Pressed Steel Car directors
Wednesday, but took no action on
common dividend.
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific
directors meet today.
Estate of the late W. C. Whitney
shows 24,900.000, largely American
Tobacco and Standard Oil stock.
Albany legislature adjourns.
supplied
well
Steel corporation
with ore and not alarmed at threatened miners' strike.
Light demand for stocks In loan
crowd.
Bank of England rate remains unchanged at 4 per cent.
Fiscal year of all Gould roads most
prosperous In thetr history.
.34
Twelve Industrials
advanced
per cent.
Twenty active railroads
advance
1.00 per cent.
Kansas City Market.
Kansas City, July 25. Cattle receipts 6,000. Market steady. South3. 504. 80;
ern steers
southern
cows 2.253.50; stockers and feed2.754-25ers $3. 00ft 5.00; bulls
S3. 50ft 6.00;
calves
western' fed
steers $4. 25ft 5.00; western fed cows
12.75ft 4.30.
receipts 3,000.
Sheep
Market
steady. Muttons $5. 25 ft 6.00; lambs
S6. 50ft 7.60; rang$4.75ftJ
wethers
6.25; fed ewes $4.25 ft 5.50.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, July 25. Cattle receipts
6500. Market steady. Beeves $4.60 ft)
7.50; cows $1. 40ft 5.25; heifers $2.40
415.40, calves $5.50 ft, 7.25 ; good to
prime steers $5.75 tv 7.30; poor to
medium $4. 60ft 5.75; stockers and
feeders $2. 75 ft 5.00.
Sheep receipts
11,000.
Market
10 to 20 cents lower than yesterday's
opening. Western $3. 75ft 5.80; year-ling- s
$6. 00ft 6.65; lambs $5. 50ft 7.35;
western $5.50ft 7.40.
Produce Blurt--.
Chicago, July 25. Closing quotations:
Wheat July 90H; Sept. 93.
Sept. 53ft"T.
Corn July
Sept. 39.
Oats July
Pork July $16.35; Sept. $16.55.
Ijir.l July $9.12; Sept. $9.30.
Bibs July $8.65; Sept. $8.82 H.
Money Mnrkec
New York, July 25. Prime mer5 4 ft 6 per cent; monpaper
cantile
ey on call easy 1 ft 2 14 per cent.
Metal Market.
25.
New York, July
Lead dull
dull, 21f22;
S5.15fi5.S5; Cupper
silver
;

-

64;
44;

fc.

KM-ltc- r

St. Louis.
$5.85.

July

.Market.
25.
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To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
you first before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
will mall you free, a Trial Package ut
them Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablets.
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
Vr. Shoop'a Headache
congestion.
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Snoop,
Wis. Soid by all dealers.
Ha-cin- e,

Postmaster R. W. Hopkins has
been authorized by the postofllce department to warn all Albuquerque
people using the mails not to enclose
writings in packages of the second,
third or fourth class. Any violation
of that order will subject the offend
er to a fine of $10.
The order was published several
months ago, and for a time it was
heeded, but the department Is complaining that various persons In New
Mexico are again sending letters and
writing to friends enclosed In packages, newspapers and the like. In order to save one cent In postage.
Postmaster Hopkins said today that
since the order went Into effect he
has collected about $40 from various
local people, who violated the order
and were caught
To catch the offenders, all mall en
route each over the Santa Fe goes
through a receiving stall on at Kansas City, Mo., where all packages and
papers of the second, third and
fourth classes are opened and inspected. As soon as the name of the
offender Is learned, the package is
sent to Its destination and the postmaster at the place where the package was mailed, is instructed to collect $10.
A prominent man of this city was
fined $10 for sending a letter, enclosed In a local newspaper to a relative.
When asked why he did so, he remarked, "Oh, to save a littl money."
He had to pay $10 for sending the
letter and paper together, In his effort to Bave two cents.

J. M. Murdock. owner of 30.000
acres of land, situated In Bernalillo
and alencia counties, the eastern
boundary of which la eighteen miles
south of Albuquerque, which Is offi
cially known as the "Antonio Sedillo
land grand ' Is visiting in Albuoeur- que today.
'in talking to a reporter, Mr. Murdock said:
"The land Is to be Irrigated, that
is the biggest portion of it, with wat
er secured from the Hlo Puerco and
San Jose rivers, and also from fifty
natural springs on the grant. The Irrigation project Is to be carried out
by a party of eastern capitalists who
are to spend $500,000 on the prop
erty.
"After the Irrigation project Is In
operation the land will be divided Into
3,000 tracts of ten acres each, which
will be disposed of to sturdy farmers
and miners of Pennsylvania and the
east, who will plant sugar beets on it.
"Immediately
after the Irrigation
project Is completed, a sugar beet
to
factory Is
be erected. Cfie reason
why the sugar beet Industry will be
a pronounced success on our Prop
erty Is that there Is a good bed of
coal and limestone near Bio Puerco.
our headquarters. To operate a sugar
Deet ractory five car loads of coal and
three car loads of lime must be used
dally, and both can be secured with
out any trouble, right on the grounds.
"Beside the possibilities for a
sugar beet Industry, the minerals In the hills are an attractive
feature, coal, marble, and copper be
Ing found there.
The waste made
by the factory can be used to good
advantage
by
living
the
cattlemen
DYNAMITE CAPS ON
near our property.
"Altogether, I feel certain that we
are better situated and have more
STREET CAR' TRACKS natural facilities than
the Colorado
sugar beet fields. The soil Is splen
did, and all it needs is water."
A number of prominent New MexMischievous boys put pistol car- icans
Interested In the project
tridges on the street car tracks near which are
all the earmarks of be
Stover avenue and Third street. A ing a bears
gigantic
success.
car ran over these causing six loud
reports In quick succession. The explosions caused many people in the
SILVER
vicinity to rush into the street to In- STOLEN
vestigate the cause. Olticer Kennedy,
who heard the shots from a distance
RECOVERED TODAY
of several blocks, hastened to investigate, but could not find the mWchlef
makers who had disappeared.
The employes of the traction com
Chief SIcMillln today recovered the
pany say that this sort of thing has
been of frequent occurrence of late. sliver vessel which was stolen from
The boys, and It seems to be one par- the Barelas church last week. He at
ticular gang of them, take a special once turned it over to the priest In
delight In placing explosives on the charge of that sanctuary, and Is now
tracks and hiding around a corner to trauing the thief.
The theft was a peculiar affair.
listen to the reports, after which they
make their Might 'before they can be A stranger who represented himself
eaugnt. ssol only torpedos are placed at various times to be a Catholic and
on the tracks, but dynamite caps and also an Episcopalian minister, ap
cartridges.
The danger of these ex peared at the church, obtained per
plosives is considerable and residents mission to enter, and when he dein the vicinity of South Second and camped, took the vessel, which he
Third streets feel no little alarm at disposed of here. The. man to whom
the dangerous pranks played by the he sold t has been found and he
boys. Particles of the dynamite caps promptly turned it over to the chleT.
fly a long distance and If they become
lodged In a person's flesh are liable
to
cause blood poisoning. Two
months ago a small boy In the Highlands lost his thumb and suffered a
severe flesh wound in his hand from
The funeral of Mis. Mary A. Frank
the explosion of one of these caps.
The police give warning that If was held this afternoon from the
any boys, or older persons for that Highland Methodist church,
South,
matter, are caught placing any sort wnn interment in ralrvlew ceme
of explosives on the street car tracks tery, une deceased was 40 years
that arrests and punishment will fol- old and is survived by a husband and
three children,
Harry and Earl
low.
iratik, and Mrs. Hiram Bambrook.
The body of Fred Hooper, the fireman who was killed at Helen Tuesday, was sent to the home In Emporia last evening, accompanied by
ARE COMPLETED r. liecker, a business man of Belen.
The funeral of Juan Antonio
aged 63 years, a well known
The civil service examinations of farmer living north of the Indian
the forest service were completed school, who died this morning, will
yesterday. Tuesday the written ex- be held from the San Felipe de Nerl
aminations were held in the olflce of church tomorrow morning, under the
Supervisor H. H. Harris and yester- auspices of the old town society. The
day the outdoor" tests were held in deceased: Is survived by a wife, one
Traction park. A number of citizens son ana tnree daughters.
were present to witness the tests
which consisted of riding, packing,
surveying, pacing and estimating dis- ARMENIANS EMPLOY
tances and various other things along
the line of a ranger's duty.
In all eleven applicants
finished
"BLACK HAND" SYSTEM
AH of these are
the examinations.
western men accustomed to life In the
mountains. The class was exception
ally promising.
The results of the
New York. July 25. Acting Disexaminations will be reported upon trict Attorney
Smith and bis assistants
through the civil service commission are
their best to probe deeply
at Washington. Most of the appli- Into uoing
the terrorist methods employed
cants have already left the city.
against the wealthy Armenians of New
York to force them to contribute to
the
being
movement
DELIVERY OE
oraeu up oy certain fellow countrymen.
That these revolutionist Armenians,
MESSAGE CAUSES SUIT who constitute a society called the
Hunchakist, do not stop at murder,
was proven by the shouting to death
on Monday of H. S. Kvhasjiam. a rich
A case styled Waldo V. Snyder vs. rug importer.
The Western Union Telegraph, comWithin four hours after the mur.
pany was filed In the district court der of KvbasJIam, threatening let
yesterday by Klock & Owen, attor- ters were mailed to at least a half
neys for the plaintiff. The plaintiff dozen other well to do Armenians.
demands judgment against the deA Wonderful Happening.
fendant in the sum of $1,600 with Intercut and court costs, the amount
The best remedy tor backache,
alleged to have been lost by the weak kidneys, inllamatlon of the
plaintiff by rea.son of a delay in the bladder Is De Witt's Kidney and Bladdelivery of a telegram.
der Pills.
Their action Is tironiDl
It is stated that on December 6, and sure. A week's
for
1906, Eton L. Krelder, a stock broker 25c. Bold by J. H. O' treatment
Rielly & Co.
of San Francisco sent the following
message to Snyder: "Market
very
low. triangle forty, wire ten points JAP CAPTAIN TOASTS
additional margin, protect stock by
all means."
This message, it is alleged, was received at the local ofAMERICAN SAILORS
fice on lee. 6, but was not delivered
to the plaintiff until the 8th of
thereby causing the loss of
the sum above mentioned.
Brest. July 25. In the course of a
dinner given by Bear Admiral Stock- tun on the American cruiser Washington and Tennessee last night, a
number of Japanese ofticers from the
cruisers Taukuba and Chitese. as well
BY COMPLAINANT as sume r rench otlicers,
being pres
ent. Admiral Stockton proposed the
neann or the emperor of Japan and
Ed Kramer was arraigned before the Japanese navy.
.
Justice of the Peace Bomero In old
In repiy Captain TakanuU-of
town yesterday charged with assault. the Taukuba,
toasted
President
The case wan dismissed upon Kram- Boosevelt and the American navy.
er agreeing to pay the costs of the
The Japanese sailors are still con
case. The complaining witness was L. fined to their ships, and will not btf
springer vutn whom Kramer engag- granted shore leave until the depared In a fight with rocks as weapons ture of the American squadron this
on last Sunday night.
Kramer was afternoon.
put under a $200 bond to keep the
peace. Kramer swore out a warrant
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
fur the arrest of Springer previous your digestive organs and furnish the
to this hearing.
but promised to natural digestive Juices for your
withdraw his complaint. Their dif- stomach, it will make you well. Koferences thus settled, Iht two vowed dol digests what you eat. Sold by
to be friends again.
J. H. O Kielly & Co.
suc-cesf- ul

Can-delaii- a,

anti-Turki-

The case of Vincente Montoya,
plaintiff, vs. the unknown heirs of
Francisco Montes Vigil, deceased,
the unknown heirs of Juan Gonzales,
deceased, nnd all Unknown owners
of the real estate contained In the
Ainmerta land grant,
comprising
some 90,000 acres lying above the
city of Alburftierque and extending
north Into Sandoval county, will e
heard before Judge Parker at Las
Cruces Saturday, July 27, In the
of Judge Abbott.
The case has been pending- for
over a year In .the- district court of
tiernnllllo county. The new motion
will seek to set aside the decree of
partition and to quash the service of
process by publication and to dismiss
the case, It being made bv about
eighty people of the Alameda grant.
A. B. McMlllen Is the attorney for
the plaintiff and A. A. Sedillo"
George S. Klock appear for t...: and
defendants.
Early In 1906. Francisco Montes,
petitioned to have all the undivided
land held In common. The- commission appointed some time ago by
the court reported In favor of having
the undivided portion of the claim
sold, and the proceeds divided among
the claimants.
The Alameda land grant consists
of the 90.000 acres given by the
Spanish government
to Francisco
Montes Vigil nearly two hundred
years ago in 1710. In appreciation of
distinguished military services. Iater
the grantee transferred the land to
Capt. Juan Gonznles. The claim was
afterwards confirmed during the existence of the court of land claim!
In the suit of Alejandro Sandoval et
al before the court of land claims.
ab-scrt-

KEEP

SElRSil

Two lads, one of whom was ar
rested this week by Lieut. Kennedy
for stealing a baby buggy and who
was released during good behavior.
after a fine of five days had been en
tered against him. Is again In jail,
this time charged with robbing an
automatic gas meter of Its contents,
$3 25 In cash.
He and the sec
ond youth, who Is also an acquaintance of the police force, were
spending the money when Lieut.
Kennedy arrested them last night.
As they neared the Jail, the officer
said :
"Well, go ahead boys, you know
the way In."
The older boy darted Inside and
attempted to open the cell door In
order to get Into the prison proper,
but had to wait until the lieutenant
arrived with the keys.
During the night the two boys
amused themselves by carving their
initials on the jail door, raising
"caln" generally, and otherwise prov-In- g
a hardened disposition.
The older lad will probably be
held to serve the fine Imposed lor
stealing the baby buggy, but the other
boy was released. They are about
twelve years if age.
Chief McMillln Is at a loss as to
what to do with the boys who are
brought up for petty offenses, as to
hold them In Jail is usually the means
of hardening them, and
the only
course available, appears to be to
sentence them to long terms In the
county Jail or reformatory.
W AXTFjZ-- Yt )VNG
MAX
FOR
SOB.V FOUNTAIN.
VAN N DHL G
CO.

The sewers in the southern portion
of the city, the outlet of which is the
Hlo Grande, but which have been

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks free.

1

HAWLEY

On the Corner

Vn f

IT OF WIFE

Henry Schultz was arraigned be- rore Justice of the Peace McClellan
this morning on the charge of roughly handling
his wife. Mrs. Lucv
Schultz, who testified that whenever
her husband got angry he was In the
habit of mistreating
her and the
children, and that he has not cona
tributed
cent to the support of the
ramlly lor a year. Mrs. Schultz said
ihat she works in a laundry to sun- port herself and five children. Schultz
claimed that his health would not
permit him to work. He was com
mitted to the county Jail for thirty
days in default of putting up a $20u
bond.

STANCH

ENJOYS

SOLjDPROSPERIIY
B. Atkinson, of Estancla, is In
the city today on business. Mr. At-

spi:ci.L sgc.imo.
SAILS

"

IllOM

IIKFKT.

DRS. COPP and PETTTT.
ROOM 12.
T. ARM I JO BLDG.

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
j1

UnderSavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

I Z XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth St.
Hair Dressing

Fclal Massage
Electrolosls

Shtmpoolni
Scalp Treatment
Manicuring
Children's Hair Culling

We manufacture all kinds
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadour., Puffs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Rerg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, whlcjt are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage la respectfully solicited.
Mr. and Mrs.

.

The telephone make the
.duties lighter, tbe cares less

and tbe worries fewer.
TOU NEL

3C0CC0X00C

West Fruit

ave-

and bllllousness,
right. 25c at all
work aon's have
Imperial Latin-4r- y

Co.

o

Kennedy's
Use
Laxative Cough
Pyrup.
Contains no opiates.
it
drives the cold out of the system by
gently moving the bowels. Contains
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly m
good as maple yrup; Children like
It. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co,
DeWltt's
Early
Little
Risers
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
O'P.lelly

& Co.

SCREENS

FLY"

SUPERIOR
PliANING MIIj7
UUK rs'HAV UKIClt BUILDING

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
sniiiiiiiiiiMMSBnvsjsiiHsjiniiHsnsaBjfjfjsaBi

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt Attention
Jfefc
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, 1Y. Uex.
Out-of-tow-

1

09-- 1

u W.

Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Tel. 480

California
Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday during

June, July, August
and September

n

n

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

IIIIIIIIIIIITTTITItTITtIi

Extremely Low Rates

When in Silver City Patronize

Los Angeles and Return $35
SanDlelo, Coronado and UIM

Mrs,
PRIVATE

Return

Riper's

Van

BDARDINS

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

HOUSE

Next Elks' Opera Mouse

Your Credit is Good
E. MAH ARAM

A Memorable Day.
One of the days we remember with
pleasure, as well as with profit to
our health, Is the one on which we
became acquainted with Dr. King's
New Life Pills, the painless purifiers

that cure headache
and keep the bowels
dealers.
Our ROUGH PHY
to be wasled over.

A TELKPHO.VE IN TOCTt nOMK

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

James Slaughter,

TOO KATE TO CKSMFY.
Collections
made at Korber Building 124
LOST Card case containing
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
ticket
to Chicago. K turned to St. Claire
and 2 to 4 p. m.
h otel an
re cjve rewa rl .
Ft lt SALE Furniture of a five- - Residence
N.
419

preserves
telephone
The
your health, prolongs year life
and protects yoor bourn

Proprietors

WtCntrat

room house.
nue.

Proprietor

O0C0C0CK3CC000 COCCC0CC00C30Vi
Convenience - Comfort - Security

J.

th- Washington,
C. July 25. The
armored
cruisers
Tennessee and
Washington salied today from Brest
for New York. They form Admiral
Clothe your family on $1.00
Stockton's special service squadron
per week
and have been in European waters
for some time. Later they will go
aim
to the Pacific coast.
Use
Kennedys
iaxattve Cough
Wm. Wallace McClellan
Syrup. Contains no opiates. It drives
the cold out of the system by gently
moving the bowels. Contains Honey Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
and Tar and tastes nearly as good as
ALBUQUmRQUK, N. M,
mapie syrup. Children like 1l Sold
by J. H. O' Rielly
Co.
Notary Public

l.

J j j j

Where to Dine Well

M.

kinson states that things are booming in that town, and that there is
considerable building going on.
A
new bank started business in Estan-ci- a
this week.
The contract for finishing the artesian well abandoned some time ago,
has been let to Messrs. Maxwell and
Pickens and the work will be pushed forward as rapidly as possible.
It is the purpose of the committee
which has drilling In charge, to supply the town with a water works system If the well proves what is expected. In the case of securing a supply of good water, several other wells
will be started so as to afford
enough water ito supply the vicinity.

WEST RAILROAD AYE
NEXT TO BARK OF
COMMERCE.
HUE

The Leading Stationer.

clogged up with sand and other
debris, are being put in working or- Consult
a Reliable Dentist
der by a force of men under Street
ea-- Br
irrrrr
Commissioner Martin Tierney.
The employes of the Albuquerque Full Set of Teeth
jst --m
Woolen Mill, the Indian school and Gold Filling
$1.50 UP
Q
the Southwestern brewery are assist
$6
ing Commissioner Tierney in keeping Gold Crowns
me .ortn first ana .North Second Painless Extracting.. .50c
street sewers In working condition.
It Is expected that the plans and ALL WORK AltSOIATFXiY GUARspecifications for the new city sewANTEED.
erage system will be submitted to the
city council at Its next meeting, August 5 th.

CAUSES HIM TROUBLE

203

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

Eastman Kodaks

BY HARD WORK

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

To Save One Cent Postage Great Irrigation Work In Ber- - Judge Parker at Las Cruxes Young Offender Caught After
Four Albuquerqueans
nlllllo County Will
Will Hear Motion
Robbing Gas Meter
Violate Law.
Begin Soon.
Saturday.
of Coin.

some

strength

30,000
OF

72 and order

TELEGRAPHIC

BEET

EVENING

723

Fourth St.

)sK)o3fK3eoaosocoaoooeo

The Albuquerque

Hatters
Hats Cleaned and IMocked In
any Style Panamas a 6pe
citilty
Clothing
steam
Cleaned and Pressed.
Orders Attended
to
Promptly.
Ex-pre- as

Get

Ftill

Particulars

T. E. PURDY,

gent

From

Safety of the Checking Account
When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is not necessary.
Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Bank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for b arge and small

accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Corner

Ave.
3rdSt.&Gold
MO.
Phone

Citizen Want Ads for Results

Rheumatism

THREE DAYS' EXPERIENCE AS A STRIKE BREAKER ON THE
UNITED

mntsDAr, Jtxy

CITIZEN.

EVENING

AT.BlTQnETlQl7E

AGE SIX.

BY ENGLISH WRITER

RAILWAYS OF SAN FRANCISCO

lnft

ALBUQUCRQUE

lt

Cl

HIS

FHEQMLY

ATTACKED BY

INTEREST

Dr. Shoop's
Rheumatic Remedy

SLEPT

Printed posters praising Calhoun
are stuck all over the car barns ana
In many of the cars.
Cniler many
g
motor- of them the
man or conductor has written his
opinion, lin with some crude po- tlcal stuff In his makeup inns writ- en on one of them:
If Hat Calhoun was the man in the
moon.
Some queer things would happen
soon.
be no cars nor
In 'Frisco there'd
lieht.
I'nless you'd pav Pat twice ns much
as is right.
San Francisco needs a few more
nlhotins," a motorman has scrib
bled "So does San Quentln.

Men Who Are Attempting to End
Struggle by Taking Positions
With Company Despise
Each Other.

Nearly nil passengers were business
people ,or strangers to the city. 1
thought the day's work would be uneventful, but Jutrt at dark, as we ran
past a practically deserted corner,
In maintaining hJs nrmy of strikethe size of a man's head hit
n
men were atherock
breakers.
The
platform window even with
watchers were the front
housed In
motorman's head.
placed at the doors and every precauThe glass cut "Black Hill's" face
newspaper
tion taken to prevent
men and others from gaining admit- and fell in shattered atoms at his
feet.
tance.
"Hill" picked the big stone from
In order to study the strikebreakand heaved It back Into
ers from the Inside, John Dalton the platform
I expected to hear the
street.
the
some
English
Landor, an
writer of
motorman curse, but Instead he de
note. Recured a job as a conductor. liberately
leaned over the controller
He says In telling of 'his experience:
with his bleeding face turned in the'
Ills Start.
direction from which the rock had
"My friends trle.l to dissuade me. come.
They warned me I might be killed
"Whoop 'em up, boys." he shoutshould I be caught spying. Hut I ed. "A few more of them and my
resolved to take the chance. I made wages is up to five bucks a day."
up In a shabby outfit und applied for
Night in Carbarn
work.
During my first night in the car
A stern looking man was In charge
I gathered a lot of informabarn
of the employment office.
The first thing I noticed was
"I would like a Job as a conduct- tion.
that the nven appeared to be divided
or?" I said.
Into
Members of the two
factions.
"Ever had any experience?"
factions did not mingle, but assem"Yes."
bled In opposite ends of the burn
"Where?"
and occasionally mode sneering re"Los Angeles."
about the other crowd.
"All right. Come around tomor- marks
1
singled out "lilack Hill," my
row morning. Your wages will be motorman,
and asked him what it
S2.60 per
day, with board was all about.
and lodging."
In the other crowd,"
bums
"Those
I took
On the following monlng
Hill, "are real, cheap, despised
my first car out of the barn at Turk said
they
two and u half
'scabs.'
gei
and Fillmore streets. I had no more bucks a day and ate
signed up for a
idea, of tho work than the man In year.
the moon, but, as I learned after
"My
professional
are
friends here
ward, was In no worse predicament
We entered the emthan other conductors on their llrst ploy of the company
tirt and signed
day out. I had an "experienced
i and tin d ly contracts for IJ.aU a
conductor" to give me Instructions, day.
but he confessed he had been a shoe
"We don't want anything to do
clerk all his life.
with those 'cheap skates.' When it
First Day.
took a little nerve to run a car they
Fortunately for me, however, my stayed home. l;ut after our nerve
a real rowed the mob they came sneaking
motorman was a erackerjack
live, professional strikebreaker.
He in the bark door. if a ciowu should
had worked as a ttrik' hi - &icr In mob one of th ir car they would
Chicago and St. Louis. IK- was call- - show the white feather and heroine
U
...1
Hill "
If he t.i.,1 i,,,..M,..r union men risrut away. Hccuu e of
name no one seemed to know it.
the 1'ieseiire of these 'srabs' us
s
have to
"It takes some nerve to run these I
1
ear-.- "
y when
a
noseived to he ni'Hiirnuin, .i'.h- r sinn up for
as we p.is'-eout of the barn and a o::r original eo', traits inn out or
i; is
bunch of uni
looked dng Klvt up our pt oi'e si, m."
gers at us.
boxing "'III'".'
A couple oi
bin1;!"
not
"Nerve.
eii I'd that evenim,' between A
men sioual
"lilai k HiM." "If thes.
tee
orivew-ihad any nerve I'd he getting $5 or was cleared in
v
liter-.
y
t
a
thIt
a day. Hut
are tying to ln for th li;
ruri 'tis
to Un aI'l l d
without using violence, and I'm get- - sight. Two im a
III
ting starvation wages.
ee n o iter Viriou-iI'm going to wai ..
Ka-t
a
fly tho town unless there Is a little an at'em; t to
until,
iiiuJui:' to rat':- blood shed. This kind of life Is tool while the an Hi n
li"
tit tin
tame for tne."
ets and crowd.
hoar.'
Our first day passed very quietly. .par. .heel-eBtrlke-bi-eaki-

non-unio-

n,

strike-breaker-

Montonous Life.
"professional strikeWhen
the
entertainbreakers"
ended their
ment one of the other faction approached and asked for the uso yf
the boxing gloves.
"fro on," replied one of the "professionals," whose scarred face made
him look as If he had been through
a thousand hard fights, "these gloves
weren't intended for bums."
men did not seem
The
to care about starting trouble with
not
the "professionals," and I do hard-faced
blame them, for they were as
men
of
a
desperate
crowd
and
.
as 1 ever saw assenvb'ed.
As a general rule, how .ver, life In
the barns Is a rather monotonous
existence, according to t'le testimony
Th
of a couple of strikebreakers.
average dinner consists of boiled beef,
potatoes, bread and butter, pudding
and some kind of stewed fruit, and
there Is plenty of everything. The
beds are white cots, much the same
as those used In army barracks.
Hut the whole thing Is rough ami
to the averready and
age working man used to the sweat
low-wag-

-

1

strike-breake-
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The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save
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Authorized Capital
1500.6M.M
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
1268,000. ?
Depository lor Atchison, Topcka 4 Santa Ft tfallwijr Company

From the north to the south
and with Its branch lines reaches the most important cities,
Torreon,
such ns Chihuahua,
,
'.aeatei-.-if!San
Louis, Potosl, Tanipico, Irapua-to- ,
Cuadalajara,
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Standard

NEW MEXICO

OMCKftm AND OIRKCTORB
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
PrMldaat
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
FRANK VIcKEB
Caahler
R. A. FROST
AMlsUnt Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

Mexican Central

I

..

ALBUQUERQUE,
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tuc
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK 1

money.
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Bollclta

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

s.

."

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-mo- n
Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.

and get that much more satisfaction
Our styles and prices are right an
we shall he pleased to have you
c ii and examine them.
C. May
Shoe store, 314 West Central avenm
1onor Live the Kftig
Is the popular cry throughout Euro
pean countries, while In America
the cry of the present day is "Long
live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
of Throat and Lunar Remedies!" of
which Mrs.
Julia Ttyder Paine,
Turro. Mass., says: "It never falls
to give Immediate
relief and to
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs.
Palne's opinion Is shared by a ma
lorlty of the Inhabitants of this coun
try. New Discovery cures weak lungs
and sore throats after all other
remedies have failed; and for coughs
nnd colds Its the only sure cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c and
11.00 bottle free.

the crowd.
"That fellow- is one wiise bum
ejaculated one of Hill's admirers.
"And say," said another, "I guess
he isn't dirty with tVilhouns money
He certainly did get some nickels.
And with that the men turned In
to the barracks, nnd I
heard of
"lilack Hill" 1 no more.
hi I. list Duv.
Mv third and last day with Mr,
was full of
Calhoun's
Interest.

heart-breaki-

Every Proper Accommodation,
110,000.00.

uniifbrirL.

LI

.,..5,

Facilities.

d

conductor

lu-ho- ur
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DEPOSITS

Bolomon

This is how h2
appeared in his

ed when he ashed
for a job.

San Francisco, Cal., July 25. The
interest of the entire country has
been centered In the
operation in Sun Franoico. Hitherto no facts have been published as
to the methods of Patrick Calhoun

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Capita- l,

Deafnia Cannot Be Cured
hy local apnticattons, ns they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness,
ana tnst is Dy constitutional remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an innamea condi
tio or tne mucous lining or tne kus
tnchlan Tube. When this tube la inflamed you have a rumbling Bound or Imper
fect hearing, and when It la entirely
closed, Deafness is the result, ana un
less the Inflammation can be taken out
"Will any of your friends Quit?' and
this tube restored to Its normal con
I asked.
ditlon. hearing: will be destroyed forever
"No," he said; "I didn't quit sore nine cases out 01 ten are causea rjy
I didn't try to hurt the company Lntnrrn. wnicn is notning out an innam
ed condition or tne mucous surfaces.
As I say, I was well paid."
We will Elve One Hundred Dollars for
"Where will you go and what will any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
you do?"
cannot he cured by Halls Catarrh
that
In
expect
York
New
to
land
"I
Cure. Bend for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
That's where I signed from. I'll rest
Toledo, Ohio.
un a bit. and when a new strike Sold by
all Druggists. 75c.
get
to
be
ready
Into
breaks out I'll
Take Halls family Pills for constlDa
the harness atrain.
"Well, s'long. boys." shouted Hill lion.
as the. gatemnn let him through the
Don't wait any longer to buy that
Filmore pair
buracks inclosure Into
of dainty low shoes you have
street.
promised
yourself.
Buy them now
For a moment there was silence In
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strike-breakin-

IN BIG GAR BARNS

ii

NSW MEXICO

With Ample Means and

"ALL DRUGGISTS

UNDERTUARD

car-bar-

CO.

Capital and surplus, $100,000

lonr

Motorman Did Not Like New
Conductor Because He
bid Not Graft
Enough.

1RIST

MONTEZUMA

1 hnre fotmfl ft triad ftnd toflttxl cnro of Rhwv
!
Not remndy that will wnilitlitrn th
distorted limbs of chronic crlprln, nor turn bonf
growth! back to flnsh ajrftln. Thii li ImpoMlbla.
of
kill tha palm and
lint I ran now um-lUiit deplorable dimes.
Cbemlrt In the City of
In (inrmenr with
TWrm.tn.lt I found th IkRt IriBTfMllWlt With
mud
Which lr. Bhoop'i Kheumatlo Remedy w
Without
k perfected, dependable prescription.
InfmliMit, I iiicwtsfully trwtcd many,
that
many catet oi Rheumatism ; but how, at last, It mil.
lormly euro, ail curaoi. caana oi vua nen'wnn
cranulal
tnnrh dmadrd itlvtM. Those aand-llk- e
wastes, found In Rheumatic Blood eeero todlolv
and pau away under the action of thii remedy a
freely at doe aurar wnen anuea to pure wiwr,
And then, when dlaaolved, theae poiaonoui watte
freely pata from the tyttera, and the cause ol
Rheumatism Is tone forever. There Is now no
real need no actual excuse to mffer
We aeu, and in confluence recommend

nor.
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GREAT ACTIVITY 83.000.000 SALE ATTORNEY
IN

or

MINING

CAMPS

L

MINE IS

AFTER

MYSTERY

GOES

Arizona and Nevada Miners New Owners of Famed Gib- Finds That New York Owners
Are Busy Taking
son Properties Remain
Are Not Paying
Out Ore.
Unknown.
Taxes.
Mayer. Arix., July 23. Many cop-pproperties Jn this vicinity are
showing Immense activity, among
them betnK the Sunset and Copper
Creek group of mines. Machinery
for the former Is on the ground
ready for Installation and is of the
Very best type obtainable.
At tJoiriflclcl, Nov.
One of the most active
of the
voting leasers in this camp is the
Kansas
Mining company, owning a
lease on the
Goldfleld C. O. D. property and a
two-blolease on the UoldAfld Velvet property.
Shafts are being put
down with all possible speed on both
properties, both shafts being thoroughly modern, well timbered
and
power
gasoline hoists are Installed at both
shafts. The C. O. D. shaft Is near
level and the shaft on
the 300-fothe Velvet lease is about 275 feet
deep. Some good ledges have been
out and the indications for a rich
producer are good.
Stocks in all mines In this section
are showing remarkable strength,
both locally and in outside markets.
New York is setting the pace and
though there are some favorites no
particular stock is the market leader. The largely Increased production, throughout the district. Is responsible for the strong upward tone
of the market, and the sentiment is
that any Goldfleld stock Is good
enough.
At Mansfield. Aria.
Like many other mining districts,
greater activity is the rule in this
The Black Cap shaft has cut
through ore all the way down and
the quantity and grade seem to Improve with every foot of depth gained. Sinking on the A. C. Sweet will
be resumed as soon as the Installation of a new air compressor, recently placed on the ground, is accomplished.
The claims mentioned
are a part of the Mansfield Copper
company's property, and with the
showing
generally
found, it is
thought that a large concentration
plant will be soon necessary.

Globe, Aril., July 25. Wide Interreest has been attracted by th
ported Side of the Gibson mine on
Pinto creek, near Globe, and there
has been much speculation as to the
Identity of the purchasers, who, as
yt't,
refuse to make themselves
known.
The story of the Gibson mine Is as
Interesting and romantic as that of
the BomuiEa days In California. The
Gibson claims were located some
years ago by Sam Gibson, Henderson and several others, forming the
Gibson Copper company, with a capital of $90. All but Handerson and
Gibson drew out, but these two went
down on a streak of talc until their
$90 gave out.
Then they went to
Globe to search for work.
Started With $600.
In Globe they met an acquaintance
a laborer, who had laboriously saved
about $600. When he heard
their
story he gave them his money and
they returned to their prospect hole.
When they had dug down ninety feet
they reached rich bornite ore, and
started shipping it at once.
With the first of their profits they
purchased a business in Globe for
$1,500 and presented It to their benefactor.
At present forty teams are on the
road hauling ore from the Gibson
mine. They have another mine on
the other side of the mountain, from
which they pack the ore on burros.
Several weeks ago. while the stock
was being sold at $15 per share, an
offer of $1,000,000 was made by an
eastern syndicate, and refused. It is
not known whether the same syndicate finally purchased the mine, but
It Is a fact that It wins sold for
or $30 per share, there being
100,000 shares.
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TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
OFFICIAL MATTERS
25. The
Santa. Fe, X. M.. July
following have been appointed notaries public bv Acting Governor J. W.
Haynolds: K. L. Medler, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county; Howard
H. Betts, of Silver City, Grant county.
C. D. Miller, of Las Crucea, Dona
Ana county; Herman Goodman, of
Hoy, Mora county; William H. Waring, of Tierru Amarilla, Hio Arriba
county.
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have been tiled in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Haynolds:
Alamo Real Estate, Loan and Insurance company. Principal place of
business nt Alamogordo, Otero county. Territorial agent, Albert P. Men-gat Alamogordo. Capital stock,
$10,000, divided Into one
hundred
shares of the par value of $100 each.
bject. real estate, loan and lnsur-nnc- e
business. Period of existence,
Q.
Incorporators. John
25 years.
Grant, Chauncey S. Paust and Albert
F. Mengel, all of Alamogordo.

BOYS SHOOT
A VALUABLE

COW

A valuable Jersey cow. owned by
R. W. Shea. 1415 West Central avenue, was accidentally shot yesterday
afternoon by boys shooting with
rifles. The cow was in Hunlng's pas
ture.
Yesterday several boys were
hunting In that vicinity and a stray
bullet shot by them wounded the
cow.
It is thought that by timely
treatment the cow will recover from
the wound. The animal is a
thoroughbred and valued at
$100. The police are on .the lookout
for juvenile offenders who go hunting
on the outskirts of the dty and unless the shooting Is stopped some
drastic measures will be taken.
Get a free nam pre of Dr. Shoop's
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop has
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet it has
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
Is made from pure toasted grains or
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Made
in a minute. No tedious wait.
You
will surely like it.
by C. U.
Brigham.
three-year-o-

ld

er

Take a Postmaster's Word for It.
Mr. M. F. Hia.'.on, postmaster at
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a stock
of general merchandise and patent
medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is standard here in Its .inc. It
never falls to give satisfaction and
we could hardly afTord to be without it." For sale by all druggists.

Santa Fe. X. M July 25. District
Attorney Hubert C. Gortner recently
addressed a letter to District Attorney William T. Jerome of New York
City In order to ascertain the amount
of personal
property returned by
Bird S. Coler, Klverton H: Chapman
L.
S. Uile. of New Yjrk City,
and
holders of Santa Pe county bonds and
coupons, in order to ascertain if these
owners of these bonds and coupons
returned these securities as taxable
property to the city of New York and
paid taxes thereon. In answer be received a letter from Herman A. Meta,
comptroller of the city of New York,
which discloses the fact that these
financiers have not returned these
bonds and coupons for assessment,
and pay no taxes on them. It appears
that since 1900 the property returns
of Bird S. Coler showed on personal
property valuations of $5,000; the tax
returns of Klverton R. Chapman on
personal property for several years
showed $7,500 and for the years 1905
and 1906 the sum of $10,000. There
were no assessments for L. S. Hole
until the year 1905 and In that year
the assessment amou lied to JS.000
and In the year 1906, $4,500.
No Schedules Filed.
No schedules are filed Indicating In
any maner the character or nature
of personal property for which assessments are made. District Attorney Gortner therefore assumes that
no taxes are paid on the bonds and
coupons of Santa Fe county refunded
Issues of 1891 and 1892 held by these
parties and proposes to push the collection of the tax assessments levied
by the board of county commissioners of th.s county on the coupons for
which these paities have obtained
Judgments and which now, with comto about
pound Interest, amount
$170,000. The original Judgment based upon coupons now on file with the
clerk of the first Judicial district court
of this county, amount to $138,000.

LAWYER WANTS

IliS $200,000 FEES
Tucson. Ariz.. July 25. To fight
for $1.2"il.("l(. of which $200,000 will
be his fee, Attorney Tom Fitch will
go to San Francisco in October to
appear in the federal circuit court of
Hp pea Is in behalf of several wealthy
Importers of "saka," the most popular Japanese beverage.
For five years these Importers have
been In the courts, trying to force the
government to refund to them duties
aggregating $1,200,000, which they
allege were collected without warrant
under the duty laws since 1901.
Fitch has appeared for the importers In four courts, once in New York,
St. Louis, Cincinnati and Honolulu,
and In each of these the presiding
Judges have decided against the government and in his favor.
Hy agreement
the decision that
will be rendered by the circuit court
In San Francisco will be final,
the
customs officials having agreed to
abide by whatever is done in the
matter.
If Fitch wins it means that the
government must pay back 40 cents
on every gallon Imported.
He estimated that about 3.000,000 gallons
have been imported by his clients.
A cleansing, clean, cooling, soothing, healing household remedy Is De
Witt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.

The Biggest Hind of a Change
that Ever Happened to Any Magazine
Has Happened This Month to

CITIZEN.
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rail-ron-

for

En-qui- re

BASE BALL

National League.
Won. Lost
62
22
New Vork
31
tit
Pittsburg
49
32
Philadelphia
45
34
Hrouklyu
39
46
Huston
4,j
34
Cincinnati
33
50
St. Louis
19
69
American Ixtigiie.
Won. Lost.
Chicago
63
32
Cleveland
60
34
Detroit
47
33
Philadelphia
46
35
New York
40
42
St. Louis
34
60
Boston
32
49
Washington
26
63

for July Is Issued In two sections fwo complete mngattnea, each
Ma own fable of contents.
One of these sections la an
magazine. Each la a mammoth maga-lin- e
manazinet the other la an
In Itself. The one presents an overwhelming array of human Interest articlea anil
Illustrations the other an enormous tonnage of fiction 1 GO pages of absorbing stories.
THE SCRAP COOK

N

magazine. Now I am creating another
created a new type of magazine the
I'ED magazine. This it the age of specialization. The conventional magazine,
with it smiti.-rinof illustritions and its smattering of fiction and its smattering of ipecial articles, doesn't contain
'l
magazine and the
RATLD
rnoug'.i of anyone thing to make it satisfy ing. The
magazine, joined together ai a unit, strengthen each other, sad make something really Ug and forceful and convincing.

Ten yean ago
distinct typj the

I

N

A

ALI.-ILLUS-

The Only Way to Know a Thing is to Try It
to the world. It is not quite new with me, however, as I have
magazine idea is brand-negiven it, st odd time, four or five years of thought It first came into my mind in response to a desire to couple, in
some nay, the strength of the all fiction magazine with the illustrated features of the conventional magazine. It has
Now that the idea is perfected, I wish to see what there is in it. It looks to
been a difficult problem to work out.
roe to be very good, but the only way to know a thing is to try it.

The

Two

n

Magazines for a Quarter Easy Money

cents, which ia equal to twelve
magazine is twenty-fiv- e
The price of this
cents a magazine. Most magazines whicii were selling at ten cents
have been advanced to fifteen cents. THE SCRAP HOOK in two parts means two
magazines for twenty-fiv- e
cents against thirty cents for two fifteen cent magazines.
two-pa-

sad

rt

one-ba- lf

Now Ready on all

FRANK

A.

MUNSEY,

News-stan-

56
51
45
40
35
33

vs

Yi:sTi:ni

lth Ha own cover and

ds

New York

row.

National l.eugiio.
Iloston at Chicago.
ISrooklyn at St. Louis.
New York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Pittsburg.
American tongue.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Iloston.
Cleveland at New York.
HOW TIII'.V STAND.
Chicago

36
38

40
43
43

60

Pel,
.T3S
.e 1 3

.605
.570
.403

45

',35)8

.Jlti
Pet.
,6J0

..r.:i5
.OSS

.663

.4SS
.405

.3J5
.329

Pc.

.603
.573
.523
.482
.Slid
.3'JS

uamix.

Asmm-IuIIoh-

villa

(

tn.n noor PEE

DKIU blOHii

LOAN

MONEY to LOAN
Furnltura,
Piano, Organ
tlith thtoot
Hortea, Wagon and othr Chattel
also on SALARIES AND WARS
The flexible sole Red Cms
HOUSE RECEIPTS, a low a 11$
and a high a
$200,
Loan
are Shoe is
from
quickly mad and ttrlctly private
.
Tim: On month to on year given Vie start.
Good
remain In your possession
,The burning and
Our rate are reasonabl. Call an
e us befor borrowing.
aused bv stiff soles and the
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAM CO.
evils of thin soles are ore- Steamship ticket to and from ai
bv the Red Cross. It
part of the world.
Room I and 4, Grant Bldg.
enables a woman to be on her
803 H West Railroad Ave.
Feet for hours at a time with
PRIVATE OFFICH8.
Open Erenlnfa.
:omfort.
On

comfortable

aching

'

SALESMEN WANTED.

A stylish
PROFESSIONAL CARDS shoe thaCs
absolutely
LAWYERS.
comfortable
Ira M-- Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. si IP
N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Pension
tana patents,
copyrights,
caveats
letter patent, trad mark, claim
B- - W. D. Ilryan.
ATTORNS r AT LAW. Alhnnn.r
que. N. M. Offlc. Pirrt NaUona
uank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offlt.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. 21
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms I and . Barnett bulldlti
over O'Rielly' drug
tor. Phon.
No. 744. Appointment mad by mat.
Vli. C. A. ELLEIt,"
Dentist.
N. T. Arm! Jo Building.
Phon 869.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 80S Railroad avenue.
Offle
hours, 9 a. m., to 11:30 p. m.; l:Xi
p. m. to 9 p. m. Both phone. Ap
polntmenta mad by malL

KllniniiT u
Homeopathic
W. SI.

Iliyalctan and

11

'

N$.

Colt BJmtitr,
S4.OO

)xfords,
$3-- 5

iigh Shoes,
$4.00

Zet us fit you.

CHAPLIN

WFA.

Railroad Arena

121

EXCURSION

SnrgeoB

Occidental Life Building.
phone 889. Albuquerque, N. M. Tl
UK. R. I., iiitui
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bld.
Tuberculosis treated with Higt
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatment
given
acr
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trainer
nurse In attendance. Both phone

Si, RiJ One

FtUnl

T- O-

Colorado

9-- 8,

And Principal Eastern Points

Homeopathic Physicians
and
Over Yann's Drug Store.
Phone. Oflloe and Residence. 628.
DR. C. A. FRANK:
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 6. Barnett bldg. Office hours 8 to 11 and 2 to 5, 7 to 8
p. m.

On Sale Dally

Snr-goon- s.

June 1st to Sept. 30th

via

SALIW

ASN'AP The best payinfThotel busiUNDERTAKER
ness in New Mexico for $1,800 cash.
BORDERS
See 11. L. Schutt, 219 South Second
street.
FOR SALE Fine young Jersey bull.
ARCHITECTS
Inquire mornings, at 611 North
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
F. W. Spencer. Room
7
Bar
FOR SALE Half Interest In estabnett building, Albuquerque, N. it
y
lished poultry business.
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger, Both phones.
prop., 12th street and Mountain
NOTARY PUBLIC
road.
chickThos. K. V. Maddlson.
FOR SALE Entire stock of
ens, two bone cutters, horse power;
Office with W. B. Chllder.
11
etc. Also West Gold avenue.
two alfalfa cutters,
Corner Will-lahousehold .furniture.
street' and Southern avenue.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Molltor's Poultry Ranch.
Department
of the Interior, land ofPOIND.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., June 24,
Through trie want column
FOUND
1907.
of The Evening Citizen, Just what
Notice Is hereby given that Lucas
you have been looking for.
An
advertising source sure to bring re- Gallegos, of San Rafael, N. M., has
turns for small expenditure. Try a filed notice of his intention to make
final
proof In support of
want ad and be convlnceu.
claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
Alal"gellne ofbrass, bronzed and nis
6!ig
22, 1902, for the
April
made
carIron beds, small refrigerators,
WV4
and SVi SWK. section 84,
pets, linoleum, window shades, cur township
5 N., range 7 W.. and that
tain poles, stair pads, mattresses,
utoves and ranges, baby Iron beds. said proof will be made before
U. 8. court commisMlrabal.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
sioner, at San Rafael, N. M., on AugTry a Ieggett & Piatt, patented ust 0, 1907.
names the following witnesses
steel spring, and you will want no to He
prove his continuous residence upother; every one guaranteed 10 years;
on,
cultivation of, the land, viz:
sag.
and
will
We
no
always comfortable.
Manuel Lucero, Trinidad Sabedra,
give you one on 30 days' approval,
what more can you ask, and will Manuel Montoya, Vlctorlno TruJIllo,
take your old spring in part payment, all of San Rafael. N. M.
MANUEL n. OTERO.
telephone 376. Sold only by the
Register.
Furniture Co., west end viaduct.
When there Is the slightest Indication of Indigestion, heart burn, flatulence or any form of stomach trouble take a little Kodol occasionally
BARGAINS
REAL ESTATE
and you will get prompt relief. Sold
by J. H. O' Rielly & Co.
I'OIl SALE.
I 'our room adobe Iioum-anFEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADalHiut an aero of
BANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
lino garden land, W.
STORE.
9 800
Central avenuo
Tlirco room Iioum. four
Constipation.
lots, North
Fourth
For constipation there Is nothing
1,000
street
so
quite
as Chamberlain's Stomnice
Tlirco room house ami
ach and Liver Tablets. They always
an aero of land, three
produce a pleasant movement of the
400
miloH north of town..
bowels without any disagreeable ef
Tlirw room lionsc,, furfct. Price, 25 cents. Samples free
nished complex-- two
For sale by all druggists.
good liorH, hiiln
wagon and one aero
S00
or land
Six room house. West
Now York uvcniie... 2,500
Sl
room Iiiiiim', West
XPKES5
DY HAIL
MurqiicttP avenue . . . 1,800
FOR RENT.
room lirlek house,
Six
cellar,
liatli,
Fourth
920.00
ward
Apartments in lloH5 Hats,
rooms, modtwo to si
em conveniences, 910 to 20.00
I 'our
room brick house,
hath, eellur, Fourth uurtl S3. 00
Sesen room luiek house,
modern, furnished or unfurnished, close in.
Three rooms for lighthouse- l.VOU
keeping, closo in
I'lve room Iioiim-- , South
street
15.00
Second
room fnimo, First
I'lo
IF '! I".. "I T,..'l"1H"mi'r
20.00
wurd
48-4-

h;

AT WALTON'S

:xu

PERSONAL PROPERTY

Bred-to-La-

National Icagiir,
At New York:
R. II. E.
3
Cleveland
6 6
New York
5
7 12
Hatlerles Joss, Bernard, Llebhardl
and Clarke; Chesbro and Klienow.
At Huston:
H. H. K.
1
4 10
Iloston
3
3
6
Detroit
Hatterles Tannehill and Criger;
Donovan and Payne
At Washington:
II. II. E.
1
Washington
6 11
2
S:. LouU
6
8
Patten and Warner;
ratunes
Morgan and Stephens.
At Philadelphia:
R. H. E.
1
1
Chicago
4
1
Philadelphia
3
l(Hllf it Patterson and Sullivan;
Waddi-l- i
h
and be reck.
Western Ivcugue.
At De.iMr:
P.. II. E.
3
6 6
Denver
K
4
13
Omaha
McDon-ougOlmsti-aBatteries
and
McN'e.-- l
mid Gonding.
P.. H. E.
At Sioux City:
6
0
Sioux City
8
6
7 11
Lincoln
i'.attviies Williams and Shcuhun;
Mi Kay ami Zinran.
At Pueblo:
P. H, E.
5
8 13
Pueblo
De
Moines
16 10 1
Hatterles Fitzgerald, Jordan- and
Dnii; fjorer ana xeager.
.
American
At Kansas City: Kansas City 6; To
ledo 3.
At Minneapolis: Minneapolis 0; In.
diariaixdm 4.
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 1; Louls- -

i.
FEE'S (.(Mil),

needed

Classified Advertisements!

Phoenix. Aria., has a bootblncklng
trust.
One bootblack has secured
control of all the stands In that town.
Eight Russians without proper papers were cwpturert at Douglas, Ariz.,
Wednesday and taken to Nogales.
Phoenix, Ariz., had one of the
HELP WANTED.
worst storms In its history Tuesday
night, much damage being done by HELP WANTED If that Is your
crying need, a want ad in The
lightning, rain and wind.
Evening Citizen's want column will
you of plenty of employes.
assure
Harry Bowen was seriously hurt
Wednesday while at work on an arWAN 1 ED.
tesian well drilling outfit. His gloves
caught In h moving chain and he WANTED Gunny sacks, all kinds.
was badly bruised, his forearm being
E. W. Pee, 602 South First street.
broken In two places.
Immediately,
WANTED
a white
camp cook.
Apply Horabln-Mc- Mrs.
J. Paxton of Globe, Ariz.,
suffered serious results
from the
A man to take care of.
sting of a scorpion Tuesday evening. WAITED
and drive, team. Apply Superior
The marked symptoms were partial
Planing Mill.
paralysis, blindness and
and the extreme effects of WANTED To .borrow $?00 on firstAdmortgage, ample security.
the poison were felt for seven hours.
dress Hox 403, city
Friday was a great day in Wlcken-burrecarpenters,
car
WANTED
Car
Ariz. For the first time In its
pairers, laborers, needed at Albuhistory the town was supplied by Ice
querque shops. Confer with Master
locally manufactured. The Wlcken-bur- g
Mechanic for details.
Ice plant was at last In opera- WANTED Position as cook In small
tion and the frozen blocks of water
hotel or camp; colored. Address,
were turned out in profusion.
X. Y. Z. Citizen olllce.
First class cook at Allen
Last week Oliver M. Iee sold his WANTED
hotel. Must furnish reference. $50
Dog Canyon ranch near Alamogordo,
per month. J. M. Allen, Magda- to Messrs. A. M. Jackley, F. Corp and
lena. N. M.
Geo. T. Klmple, Kansas capitalists,
who will make a great farm out of VANTED
People who want somethe whole ranch, consisting of 320
thing, to advertise In The Citizen's
acres, utilizing the waters from Iog
want column. A few lines cost but
canyon. The price paid was upa few cents but bring returns an
wards of $20,00.
hundred fold.
WANTED Ladles who wish stylish
The Wool Growers' association of
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Cp.il
Arizona has been notified that the
on Miss C. P. Crane,
612 Noth
rule has been made authorizing the
Second street. Millinery at ..naif
Santa Fe, Prescott and Phoenix
d
and the Prescott and Eastern
At once, woman :Jo 3o
railroad, as well as the main line of WANTED
good
small- family,
housework;
the Santa Pe road, to charge double
wages.
Inquire Mrs. F. E.' Sturges,
deck rate on two single deck cars
4 2S North Second street.,'
where the double deck cars cannot
bookexperienced
be furnished to Chicago and Mis- WANTED An
keeper. Address in own writing,
souri river points.
S.
J.
stating experience, etc.
Hrack. manager Hio Grande LumJohn T. Thyslng. the veteran Inber company, city.
dian trader, who was found dead in
his store nenr Kenms, Ariz., Saturday
MEN WANTED.
was murdered.
His wife left him in MEN WANTED Somewhere every
good health Friday, for a visit In
day. If you r.re looking for a Job
Kenms.
On her return Saturday she
put a want r.d In The Evening Citimet an Indian who told her that her
zen' want column and It will do
husband was dead in his store. Hurthe rest.
rying on. she found Thyslng sitting
upright in a chair, a heavy blanket
nErrr.
wrapped tightly around hls head and
FOR
with board at
UENT
Room
money
shoulders.
The
drawer was
618 East Central avenue.
open and quite empty.
FOP. RENT Pleasant, well furnlsh-o- d
front rooms, near business cenTuesday night's storm damaged the
ter;
Corner
rates reasonable.
Phoenix Iron Works, at Phoenix, AriSixth and Railroad, Apply at rear.
zona, to the extent of approximately
$3,000. O. H. Wllllscraft. the proprie;-or- . Full RENT Two nice large pleasant
believes that it must have ben
furnished rooms, for light housestruck by lightning. He lives a hort
keeping or sleeping rooms.
distance away and happening
6 17
to
South Hroadway.
glance townrd the works, row the
RENT A few nicely furnished
lightning playing all about it. There FOR
rooms, with use of bath, very reawas a blinding flash. and then darksonable; no Invalids. Hotel Cralge,
ness. When there
; another Hash,
Silver avenue, between First and
lighting up the pic. he saw .that
Second streets.
the south wall rL the structure had
fallen inward-- , " a part of the front FOR RENT Several small cottages.
all nicely furnished for housekeep
wall had caved outward, and that
Hot
ing.
J. B. Block, Jemez
the roof was tumbling down among
Springs, N. M.
the ruins.
EMPIiOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need workThe Citizen s want column will rurnish you a quick and ready means
of securing It at a minimum expenditure. Put a want ad In The
W1IKRE THEY PLAV.
Citizen today and be at work tomor-

Omaha
Lincoln
Dos Moines
Denver
Sioux City
Pueblo

BOOK

breaking in

Topics

Western lciiguc.
Won. Lost.
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PAGE BKYEX.

Territorial

OOND

HOLDERS

EVEXIXO

five-ye-

re

Fu-trel- lo

d

pWSsH
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Wfst Gold

Ave.

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

ar

SE,

A. Montoya

Low rates, long limit, ticket accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and w
will plan your trip back east. W
are all going. Why not you T

J

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE.
Room 13 and
Albuquerque.

REAL
PUBLIC.

E3TAT-NOTAR-

T

eromwell
Block.
Telephone No. 18.

14

Port Bryon, N. T., ha witnessed
one of the most remarkable cases of
healing ever recorded. Amos F. King
of that place says: "Bucklen'a Arnica Salve cured a sore on my leg
with which I had suffered over 80
years.
I am
now eighty-five- ."
Guaranteed to .cur all sores, by all
dealers, 25c.
New Arrivals for tlie Week.
rugs, Ingrain
Seamless tapestry
carpets (large assortment) brass and
Iron beds, linoleums, Hoosler Kitchen
Cabinets, China and glassware. Fu- urnuure Co.
treiie

KILL the COUCH

ano

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
PRICE
n.
MR
ii m
. v.. roycHS
OLDS
WITH

AMD

Trial Buttle Free
AIL THROAT ANO LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
IE MONEY REFUNDED.
wtiliums' Indian PiU
will cure Hiit.d
sun ltc'ilu
'tUuyn trie iicliintf at e: , sc"
I
....,... u'l,i,...
iw WiIh
iuiii.ui
IliMlit l.t,Mii,.r.'.l l.r
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I'- '
Uy drut'trut, by D.ml od n
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If in Need of Fixtures

Hart, Schaffner Marx $27.50 Suits,
Green Tagged
$19.75
Hart, Schaftner Marx $24.00 Suits,
Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits,
Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed 318.00 Suits,
Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $15.00 Suits,
Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth
Green
Tagged'
Reliable Suits, worth
Tagged
8.75
Entire stock of
50c and 75c
Tagged
25c
Entire
Green
of
50c
Tagged
25c
Entire stock 50c
Tagged 25c
Entire stock of 75c and 00c
Green Tagged
50c
Men's Fine
Handkerchiefs, Green
Tagged
6
Knee Pants, 75c values,
Tagged
45c
our 75c Straw and Crash Hats,
Green Tagged
45c
Fon-ln-lia-

SIMON STERN KlSffiL,

Reliance Electric Co.

We Have the Lamest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
rirtt

f

Go-Ca-

COAL

GO.

Be-le-

FRESH FISH
Channel
Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

n,

Tinners

Plumbers

I

Great Green Tag Sale

are

g

7'AGLETS

Hl-broo-

Our Shoes

"

S3.

Professor Hodgln and family sre
HOTEL ARIUVAIA
camping for tha, suuinier. lis drors
out agrtJn last night.
Siurgos,
E. P. Paldy. Seattle, Wash; Mrs. V.
Eugene Busier, A. Cassldyi O. Cas-sldif 1 n
L. Huberts and daughter, Santa Fe;
ir.,m
Ld. Cassldy and Lucy Cassldy, all
of Hrownwood, Texas, Arrived in the Louis D. Krvln, Denver; Jasper
Presrott; J. A. Lamb, ChicaCome in before our
city yesterday.
closes
(ienrge D. flpahr, Salt Lake; F.
Pen Spits, Justice of the peace of go;
get
next
and
We
to
some
of
the
many
Bargains
we
H.
Shoffel,
still
offer.
A.
SanDenver;
Abbott,
J.
WKATIIKJl 1VKIXAST.
Jackson county, Mo., with oflice iu ta Fe; M. B. Atkinson, Estancla; O.
314 WET RAILROAD AVE. :
City,
evening In C. Nelson, Mobile,
Kansas
last
iit
a
have
of
good
assortment
following
on
the
goods
hand.
Ala.; John T.
Denver, Colo., July 25. Generally Albuquerque.
Jones, Isleta; C. 1. Wilson, SanMar-cla- l;
fair tonight aiul Friday except fur
A. S. Harney,
traveling
freight
C.
J.
J. E.
Hurke,
Mountainalr;
In
locul
ehowers
the
north
thunder
iu
of lhe etckin kind lhat
agent of the 1). Sc II. O., has
&
1'lfes, El Paso.
portion of the territory Friday.
to
Visit
at
Fe
a
from
Santa
way into the good graces of our
Steamboat Springs, Colo.
Savoy.
Tlt.MX AIIHIVAI.S.
s,
J. H. Merndon. cashier of the State
is a very distinctive feature of
N. Oould, Van West, la.; N.
&
National bank, accompanied by his
I. N. Harper. E. It. Thornton,
First No. 1 on time.
family
morning
Glorleta
left
for
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Alaska Refrigerators

WOOD

W. H. HAHN & GO.

NORTH FIRST STREET

-

Refrigerators. Gat den Hose, Garden Tools
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Grass Catchers.

WATER
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HIGH GRADE
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LAWN
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TREE PRUNERS

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE

Diamond, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks. Silverware.
yoar trade and guarantee A SQL'AKK DEAL.
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J
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Lrnsi Grinding and Repairing

Avenue

E.L. Washburn Company
119 W. Gold
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For the Next Ten Days
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FANCY DRY GOODS

The greatest sale of odd lines of fine Soft Hats; hardly
two alike; will commence Monday morning and continue
for THIS WEEK OXLiY!
Choice of all Hats in our Gold Avenue window - $1.50
551.25
Boys' Wash Suits are going fast at
SEE OUR WINDOWS!
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C Wilson

R.R.

224 W.
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Atsoetatlon Otfloa
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BOSENFIEIU'S,

4

on Premises

Shaw's Bakery
-

None Better
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BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Pi

122 S. Second

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

loc It not stand to reason that
an exclusive optician Is Ixnter to take
Hire of your eyes tlutu one who divide his attention?

II8W.R,

R. Ave
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Wholesale and Retail Hardware
.

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers
Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
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Mine and Mill
Hercules Powder
and

and

High Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited- mouth rift mtraat
it j,dot,f to,409,nr.North
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